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Executive summary
MUSA project research work is divided in eight work packages working in parallel in order to achieve
common objectives. In order to early establish a common ground of understanding and sense of
direction, the project elaborated the present specification of the overall MUSA framework that will be
developed. The aim of this document is to be a common point of reference for the project technical
progress and establish a high-level blueprint of the technology development within the project.
This deliverable presents the initial version of the overall MUSA framework architecture, including
the intended usage scenarios, along with the derived project requirements that will guide the MUSA
research and implementation work. The deliverable contains also a glossary (in Appendix A) that
defines the main concepts handled in the project. Both the architecture and glossary are evolving
descriptions that will be kept updated to ensure the alignment with the actual implementation of the
framework.
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1 Introduction
1.1 MUSA motivation and background
The main goal of MUSA project [1] is to support the security-intelligent lifecycle management of
distributed applications over heterogeneous cloud resources, through a security framework that
includes: a) security-by-design mechanisms to allow application self-protection at runtime, and b)
methods and tools for the integrated security assurance in both the engineering and operation of multicloud applications.
MUSA overall concept is depicted in the figure below.

Figure 1: MUSA overall concept
MUSA framework combines 1) a preventive security approach, promoting Security by Design
practices in the development and embedding of security mechanisms in the application, and 2) a
reactive security approach, monitoring application runtime to mitigate security incidents, so multicloud application providers can be informed and react to them without losing end-user trust in the
multi-cloud application. An integrated coordination of all phases in the application lifecycle
management is needed in order to ensure the preventive security measures to be embedded and aligned
with reactive security measures.

1.2 Objective of this document
This document is deliverable D1.1 Initial MUSA framework specification of MUSA project.
The document specifies the initial version of the MUSA framework architecture, as the common
reference point for the other technical work packages, defining the high-level view and starting point
for the more detailed planning and design that will be carried out in the rest of the technical work
packages (WP2, WP3, WP4 and WP5).
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1.3 Structure of this document
The structure of this document is based on an open architecture description framework named
ARCADE [2], which defines five different viewpoints for describing software system architectures.
This framework and the methodology used for building up the MUSA framework architecture are
explained in Section 2.
The document continues with the description of the three first viewpoints defined by Arcade, i.e.
Context viewpoint, Requirements viewpoint and Component viewpoint. The two latter viewpoints,
Distribution viewpoint and Realisation viewpoint, are technology dependent and will be included in
the final version of the architecture.
The Section 6 concludes the document and explains the future work.
There are two Appendixes in the document: Appendix A that contains the MUSA glossary and
Appendix B that collects the MUSA scenarios.

1.4 Relationships with other deliverables
The specification of the MUSA framework architecture presented in this document is the initial
abstract view. The detailed design of the different parts of the architecture will be described in the
corresponding deliverables of the technical work packages WP2, WP3 and WP4. Due to the fact that
the architecture is a “live” document some inconsistencies may be expected between D1.1 and detailed
designs. The aim of the agile integration is to minimize those inconsistencies as much as possible.
This initial design of the architecture will be superseded by the final version contained in future D1.4
Final MUSA framework specification and guide (M35), which will update and complete all the
viewpoints of the architecture, and reflect accurately the final overall MUSA framework design.

1.5 Contributors
The coordination of the development of this document was led by Tecnalia, but all project partners
have contributed to it. The MUSA scenarios and requirements gathering was a collective effort that
followed an including work flow supervised by WP leaders and the Technical Manager as explained in
Appendix B, and the different architectural viewpoints have been subject to discussions and
improvements from all the partner s in a continuous process, where individual partners contributed
with knowhow and expertise brought from previous research and collaboration projects.

1.6 Acronyms and abbreviations
API

Application Programming Interface

CSC

Cloud Service Consumer

app

application

CSP

Cloud Service Provider

comp

component

mc

multi-cloud

CPIM

Cloud Provider Independent Model

SLA

Service Level Agreement

CPSM

Cloud Provider Specific Model

UML

Unified Modelling Language

CS

Cloud Service

URL

Uniform Resource Locator

CSA

Cloud Security Alliance

WP

Work Package
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2 Methodology
The present initial architecture of MUSA framework is the result of a series of discussion sessions and
collaborative work among all the project partners, as part of continuous close work between work
package (WP) WP1 and all technical development work packages, WP2, WP3 and WP4. The task of
building the architectural design started with a thorough analysis of the security problems faced by the
multi-cloud applications (mc app for short) and the existing technologies and previous research project
solutions that addressed them. The MUSA guide D1.2 Guide to security management in multi-cloud
applications lifecycle (M15) will collect such analysis.
This analysis was completed with the analysis of the background tools of the partners upon which the
MUSA solution will be built. The MUSA goal is to make use of existing technology as much as
possible in order to focus the research on giving answer to security related issues of multi-cloud
environments, and not to the functional and other performance issues of multi-cloud. Therefore, the
background analysis put great emphasis in understanding the MUSA consortium partners’ background
developed in previous research projects such as SPECS [3] and MODAClouds [4] and how such
background could fit into a holistic architecture to support the security-intelligent life-cycle of multicloud applications.
Once the initial analysis was finalised, the project partners created the usage scenarios of the MUSA
framework following a well-defined process explained in Section 3.2. The project requirements were
derived from these scenarios that established the goals of the technical research and development in
the project. Then, the architecture was completed by fully developing the rest of the viewpoints in the
ARCADE [2] framework. This framework is an open architecture description framework influenced by
IEEE 1471-2000, Recommended Practice for Architecture Description of Software-Intensive Systems
[5].
The five different viewpoints defined by Arcade are described next [2]:


Context Viewpoint: The purpose with the context view is to describe all aspects of the Target
System’s environment, which is of importance to be able to document all the interfaces
between the Target System and its environment, and what the Target System is intended to do
in its environment.



Requirements Viewpoint: The purpose of the requirement view is to document all specific
requirements related to the Target System.



Component Viewpoint: The purpose of the component view is to identify and document
specific physical or logical components. Component descriptions should be purely functional,
described by their data, interfaces and functionality. Note that existing or predefined
hardware- or software-units can be treated as components and included as components in the
component view.



Distribution Viewpoint: The purpose of the distribution view is to describe the logical
distribution of software and hardware components. The distribution view shows if some
components cannot be separated and if any must be separated.



Realisation Viewpoint: The purpose of the realisation view is to describe any constraints on
how the target system’s components should be implemented and deployed into its
environment.

As explained before, this initial version of the MUSA framework specification includes the description
of the three first viewpoints defined by Arcade. The two latter viewpoints are more technology
dependent and therefore will be part of the final version of the architecture once the developments in
WP2-3-4 and integration in WP1 are mature.
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3 Context viewpoint
The purpose of the context viewpoint is to describe all aspects of the MUSA framework’s
environment, including the interfaces between the MUSA framework and its environment. This
viewpoint enables understanding of all the interactions that MUSA framework has with the external
eco-system that it is a part of, thereby allowing clear description of interfaces. The context viewpoint
describes the concepts (domain model) managed by the framework, the scenarios where the
framework is applicable and the main stakeholders that interact with the framework. In addition, this
viewpoint also allows the definition of different modular components of the MUSA framework and
understanding of the interactions among the modular components of the framework. Finally, the
viewpoint describes the systems that can be found in the surroundings of the MUSA framework
interacting with its components.

3.1 Domain model
The domain model presents the key concepts of MUSA framework and their relations. Its purpose is to
give an understanding of the scope of the project domain among the project participants as well as
outsiders to the project. In Figure 2, we present the MUSA domain model as a UML class diagram.
The concepts found in blue belong to the general domain of multi-cloud based applications, the
concepts in pink, green and yellow are related to the MUSA objectives of ensuring data protection
security and privacy to multi-cloud applications domain. While the green concepts are security
extensions of the general concepts related to Service Level Agreements (SLA) in multi-cloud, the pink
ones are associated to the decision support system in MUSA, in charge of deciding the best
combination of cloud services according to the risk profile of the end-user. Finally, the yellow
concepts are being defined particularly for MUSA framework and express the interactions between the
decision support and the security SLAs and their assurance.
With the aim to make the model more readable, only the key concepts and relations have been
included in the figure.
The notation and colour coding used for the domain model elements are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Notation of domain model elements
Class/Concept

Association (with arrowhead)

Aggregation

Generalization

Composition
Blue: Generic multi-cloud application
related concept

Pink: Risk analysis related concept.

Green: Security specific multi-cloud
application related concept

Yellow: Concept related to the
interaction between decision support
and security SLAs and their assurance.
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Figure 2: MUSA domain model
Table 2 describes the concepts that are general for the multi-cloud engineering domain. For most of
these concepts we therefore adopted well established definitions.
Table 3 gives a description of the concepts that need a more specialised explanation in the context of
this project. The MUSA Glossary that can be found in Appendix A provides a more exhaustive list and
definitions of the terms.
Table 2. Explanation of MUSA key concepts in the multi-cloud application domain
Concept name

Description

Multi-cloud application

A distributed application over heterogeneous cloud resources whose
components are deployed in different cloud service providers and they all work
in an integrated way and transparently for the end-user. The multi-cloud
applications consisting of components deployed in distributed Cloud Service
providers are the main focus of MUSA.

Multi-cloud application
component

Each of the modular pieces of a multi-cloud application that works in the
composition as a stand-alone replacable entity. A component can be deployed
individually and may comprise of service from a single cloud service provider.
Its rational functioning may or maynot depend upon existence of other
components.

Cloud Service

In MUSA, a Cloud Service is a functional service that is being provided in the
cloud environment, e.g. a Virtual Machine is a Cloud Service.
Cloud Services can be categorized in Cloud Service types (see below).
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Concept name

Description

Cloud Service type

Each of the categories used in MUSA for classification of the Cloud Service
offerings, for example, Database, Storage unit, Compute node, Monitoring tool,
etc.

Characteristic

A feature or quality belonging typically to a person, place, or thing and serving
to identify them [6].
In general, characteristics serve to characterize all the aspects of the cloud
service (security, privacy, functionalities, etc.). E.g. service cost, payment
model, etc. A characteristic is expressed through a set of properties that are
measurable. A number of metrics can together describe a characteristic or the
other way around. In the context of MUSA, a characteristic is a feature or
quality that a cloud service (to be used by the multi-cloud application) should
have. Characteristics provide dimensions of comparison among the different
services.

Service description

A service description is an artifact, usually document-based, that defines or
references the information needed to use, deploy, manage and otherwise control
a service. This includes not only the information and behavior models
associated with a service to define the service interface but also includes
information needed to decide whether the service is appropriate for the current
needs of the service consumer. Thus, the service description will also include
information such as service reachability, service functionality, and the policies
and contracts associated with a service [7].
In MUSA the service description refers to the Cloud Service description that
defines all the information needed to characterize a Cloud Service, including
both functional and non-functional aspects. The Cloud Service descriptions are
key concepts as they are the basis for the match making process to find the best
combination of Cloud Service that the multi-cloud application should use.
Service descriptions are built using the characteristics as the building blocks.

SLA

Service Level Agreement is a documented agreement between the multi-cloud
application and its customer.
In MUSA, the SLA of a multi-cloud application will be a composite SLA that
composes the SLAs of the individual components that are assembled in the
multi-cloud application. It not only ensures inclusion of the content in the
individual SLA of the components but also includes service requirements that
evolve due to the interactions among the components and a holistic functioning
of all the components together.

SLO

Service Level Objective is the level of a service property that must be granted
and expresses the target level for the metric over such property.

Metric

A metric provides a measurable quantification for a given property. The metric
contains the name and definition of the metric, but the numerical value is not
contained in the metric.
Metrics are used to evaluate if treatments are working well.

Measurement
Property

The actual value that a metric takes.
Property is a specific characteristic that is measured through a single metric.
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Table 3. Explanation of specialised MUSA key concepts
Concept name

Description

Alert

In MUSA an alert is a kind of notification triggered to indicate a warning of
potential failure to meet one or more SLOs defined within an SLA.

Asset

The parts or properties of the multi-cloud application that the end user intends
to protect. These assets can be intangible or tangible. The intangible assets are
further subdivided as business oriented or technical oriented assets (see below).
The end user is a role jointly played by the individuals within the DevOps Team
(see stakeholders section).

Intangible business asset

It refers to a business oriented intangible asset. These are usually determined by
the Business decision maker in the DevOps Team.

Intangible technical asset

It refers to a technical oriented intangible asset.
In the context of MUSA, different abstraction levels of intangible technical
assets could be considered, e.g. from security (high level) to role based access
control (low level). The technical system architect of DevOps Team determines
the technical oriented intangible assets in general, while the security expert of
DevOps Team determines the security oriented technical intangible assets in
particular.

Notification

In MUSA a notification is an indication or message of the occurrence of a nonfulfilment of the SLA (violation notification) or the occurrence of a threat that
may put in risk the fulfilment of the SLA (alert). The notification could result in
the redesign of the multi-cloud application or the replacement of a cloud service
in use (including a redeployment of the multi-cloud application). A notification
can be triggered by the detection of the multi-cloud application or any of the
CSP in use is not fulfilling the security SLA (reactive) or in order to make the
multi-cloud application protect itself of something that potentially might happen
(proactively).

Tangible technical asset

The tangible assets describe the architectural elements that are intended to be
externalized using the cloud services. Typical examples of such assets includes
server (IaaS), database (PaaS), Middleware (SaaS), etc. Since they form the
concrete “perceivable” components that need to be protected, they are technical
tangible assets.

Countermeasure

An action, device, procedure, or technique that meets or opposes (i.e., counters)
a threat, a vulnerability, or an attack by eliminating or preventing it, by
minimizing the harm it can cause, or by discovering and reporting it so that
corrective action can be taken [8].
A synonym of countermeasure is (risk) mitigation action.

Risk

The expected loss associated to a threat [8].
In MUSA, risks define the potential degradation or loss of features that affect
the multi-cloud application during development or runtime.

Security capability

Security capability is a security oriented functional or non-functional feature set
that enhances the security capacity of the element possessing it. In the context
of MUSA framework, the security capability is defined as a group of security
controls that a specific MUSA security agent (plus library in SaaS) is able to
implement.
The security libraries in MUSA (see below) will be realisations of security
capabilities aimed at risk mitigation. A countermeasure can for instance be the
application of a data encryption technique in one of the multi-cloud application
components.
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Concept name

Description

Security control

The security policies and procedures that are prescribed by Security control
frameworks as countermeasures or safeguards to grant specific security
characteristics. Security controls are usually expressed in natural language and
are high level.
In MUSA security controls are characterized as type of Treatments in security
domains that can be used to mitigate certain risks.

Security control
framework

A data structure that organizes and categorizes the security controls that an
information system or an organization should apply to create business value and
minimize risk.

Service security
description

A security service description is a part of or addition to a Service description. It
is service description specific to the security domain.
In MUSA both service description and security service description refer to those
of the Cloud Services in use by the multi-cloud application.

Security SLA

A security SLA is a part of or addition to an SLA that specifies the Security
related service level objectives (and metrics) of a service.
Security SLAs are vital in MUSA as a means to identify what is required by a
multi-cloud application and what is offered by a cloud service provider with
respect to security and data protection properties. These contract requirements
can be used for discovery and filtering of cloud services before their selection.
The terms in a SLA must be monitored in order to ensure that they are kept over
time.

Security SLO

A security SLO is an SLO that focuses on a security aspect of the service.

Security property

Treatment
Threat

MUSA security library

A security property is a characterization, attribute or specification of a service
that realizes a security requirement or policy. E.g. service A offers encrypted
communication using a 1024-bit RSA key, only stores data locally for 24 hours
or it only allows one instance of an identity to be logged in concurrently.
See Countermeasure.
A potential for violation of security, which exists when there is a circumstance,
capability, action, or event that could breach security and cause harm [8]. A
threat is realised by exploiting vulnerabilities in a service or application.
In MUSA we focus on threats that could harm multi-cloud applications and
countermeasures to mitigate these. The presence of a threat to a system could
trigger an alert (see above).
The MUSA security library is part of the MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
It manages different MUSA security agents. For example, it configures
monitoring agents or it orders the activation of security enforcement agents in
order to react against a detected SLA violation.

MUSA security agent

The MUSA security agent is the mechanism that offers the security capabilities
in the mc app components. The agent is deployed in the same virtual machine or
container as the mc app component. It either ensures a monitoring action (to
measure security relevant metrics) or enforces a specific security mechanism
(example: encryption, anonymization of communicated data, etc.).

Unwanted incident

The undesired consequence of a risk. Any incident that is detrimental or counter
to the expected behaviour of the multi-cloud application during any phase is an
unwanted incident.

Violation

Any non-fulfilment of the SLA of the mc application, i.e. any non-fulfilment of
one or more SLOs defined within the SLA. A violation notification is a kind of
notification triggered to indicate a warning of detected non-fulfilment of the
SLA.
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Concept name

Description

Vulnerability

A flaw or weakness in a system's design, implementation, or operation and
management that could be exploited to violate the system's security policy [8].
In MUSA we focus on vulnerabilities of both the multi-cloud applications and
the Cloud Services used by them.

3.2 Scenarios
In this section we define the main usage scenarios where the MUSA framework and its components
are intended to be used. These scenarios have been developed as part of task 1.1 in WP1. The aim of
these scenarios is to describe practical use case situations of the framework in order to show how
MUSA intends to improve the security of multi-cloud applications. Based on these scenarios, a set of
detailed methodical and functional requirements have been derived that the other technical WPs must
consider as success criteria of their developments. These requirements are detailed in Section 4.
The work of creating the scenarios was a collaborative effort involving all project partners. Appendix
B gives an overview of the scenario handling process and includes the full scenario descriptions.
Next Table 4 gives the template followed for describing the scenarios. Then, Table 5 provides an
overview of these scenarios with a very short summary so that the interested reader can seek further
details in Appendix B.
Table 4. Scenario template
Scenario #: [Title]
Description
Workflow
Alternate workflow
Stakeholders
description
Main Stakeholder
Security aspects

Outcome

[Description of the scenario]
[Ordered list of tasks to complete the scenario]
[Based on the main workflow, an optional workflow can be described]
[Brief description of the stakeholders involved in the scenario]
[Name of the stakeholder initiator of the scenario]
[Identify the security aspects covered in the scenario such as data
confidentiality, data integrity, data localisation and data usage (regarding
access)]
[Brief description of the accomplishment]

Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S#-1
High-level requirement
S#-2
High-level requirement

ID
1.1

1.2

1.3

Table 5. MUSA scenario overview
Name
Summary
Integrated assurance of confidentiality Use of the MUSA IDE for application design
and
integrity
for
multi-cloud taking care of encryption functionality to ensure
applications
data confidentiality and integrity.
Integrated assurance of confidentiality Use of the MUSA IDE for application design
and data location for multi-cloud taking care of confidentiality and data location.
applications
Multi-cloud application automatic Use of MUSA Deployer to deploy an application
deployment
that exploits multiple heterogeneous cloud
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resources in diverse cloud service providers.
Modelling of multi-cloud applications Use of MUSA IDE including the SLA editor for
including security aspects
application design on a multi-cloud environment in
a cloud service provider changing scenario.
Monitoring of security properties
Use of MUSA monitoring services to check the
security status of a multi-cloud application when
selecting the application to monitor.
Monitoring of new indicators of Use of MUSA monitoring services to check the
security properties
security status of a multi-cloud application adding
new indicators to monitor.
Design of a multi-cloud app to grant Design a multi-cloud application for the processing
non-disclosure of data
of End-users’ sensitive data. The design should
ensure that no single provider is able to access the
whole data set of an End-user.
Development of a multi-cloud app to Develop a multi-cloud application for the
grant non-disclosure of data
processing of End-users’ sensitive data on top of
cloud resources. The design should ensure that no
single provider is able to process the whole data set
of an End-user.
Design of a multi-cloud app to grant Use of MUSA IDE for designing a multi-cloud
data availability
application devoted to offering a high-available
data storage service to End-users.
SLA Violation management
MUSA Security Assurance Platform SaaS is
responsible to send a notification to the service
administrator of a violation that causes the
termination of the SLA associated with the
application.
Alert management
MUSA Security Assurance Platform SaaS is
responsible to send to the service administrator an
alert notification to reconfigure the application to
avoid a violation of the SLA associated with the
application.
Initial Cloud Services Selection
The MUSA Decision Support Tool (DST) takes
existing
functional
and
non-functional
requirements as input to evaluate all known
services for their best fit to the requirements and
then display them in rank order based on their
compliance score.
Service selection for replacement of The DST is used to determine a single service that
existing services
is needed as a replacement due to an SLA violation
keeping the remaining services unaffected.
Categorisation of Cloud Resource
Based on the description information for each
cloud resource in terms of the measures of security
and functional properties at run time the DST
automatically categorises each new service as it is
added to the list of services considered in a
selection or replacement scenario categorisation.
SLA checking
The monitoring system continuously checks that
the SLAs (per application component) are
respected.
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- A system operator is notified of a security incident
detected at runtime and different mitigation
strategies are applied to eliminate the security
threat.
Information
Governance
and Use of the DST for finding a CSP which operates
accreditations
the ISO 27001 Information Security management
policies and procedures.
Health Use Case
Deploy an application in a multi-cloud
environment which ensures: Physical segregation
of their equipment to that of others, Data to be
guaranteed to be within the United Kingdom and
The data centre provider must be NHS Information
Governance accredited.
Real time high availability
Support to the specification and monitoring of high
availability and geo-redundancy requirements in
resilient applications.
Hybrid Cloud Requirement
To deal with scalability during peak demand, the
application is designed to access to additional
resources on demand; therefore a hybrid cloud
functionality is required.
Access to HPC Cluster
Design, develop and deploy an application which
requires access to a High-Performance Computing
(HPC) Cluster for big data analytics. However, the
data at rest must remain within a geographical area.
Design a new reporting read model for Use of MUSA DST to define the possible cloud
service provider which fulfils the requirements for
the LHS Scheduling system
the data that must stay in the EU within an
encrypted database.
Deploy a component for the LHS Based on the security requirements definitions over
the components, the MUSA Decision Support Tool
scheduling application
identifies the CSPs which match the requirements
(returns a ranked list).
Re-deploy a running application (or a The application administrator updates only the
operational requirements of the application and
component)
queries the MUSA Decision Support Tool for a
new location, which fulfils the new operational
requirements without hurting the existing security
requirements.
Web service deployment on multi- The operator employs the MUSA tools in
deploying the services for a web service based
cloud resources
system.
Security Threat Resolution
The system operator decides to improve the system
security by restricting access to the services and
increasing the confidentiality of the exchanged
messages.
Security awareness by application end The application uses transportation services from
one cloud and stores the data in another cloud.
user
Application user wants to be sure that his
information confidentiality is assured during the
whole process.
Storing sensitive data
Use of the MUSA libraries and MUSA IDE to
develop the application in a multi-cloud
environment and define what security services to
provide based on the applications requirement and
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how sensitive is the data.
MUSA guide that explains MUSA approach and is
an access window for the MUSA framework tools.
Provision of MUSA monitoring, enforcement and
notification functionalities as service in a multicloud environment.

3.3 Business to system mapping model
In our Business to system Mapping models we present stakeholders, high-level work processes and the
main information elements. We initially present the list of stakeholders participating in the scenarios
(see Section 3.2). We have used these stakeholders as actors of the following work processes.
Table 6. Business diagram model elements
Actor/Stakeholder

Association

Object

Supply/invoke dependency

Process

Outcome dependency

Information item

Decision

Package

Note/comment

3.3.1 MUSA stakeholders
The main stakeholders of the MUSA framework are those that interact either directly or indirectly
with it, that is, intervene in one of the following phases of the multi-cloud secure application
management lifecycle: design, development, deployment and operation.
According to ETSI SLA [11], ISO/IEC 17788 [12] and ISO/IEC 17789 [13] the parties (i.e. human or
legal entities involved in the system) may assume three main roles in a cloud architecture: Cloud
Service Customer (CSC), Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and Cloud Service Partner (CSN) (that
collaborates with the CSP in service provision). Such roles have sub-roles that specialize roles’
activities in the system. ISO17789 offers a full definition and map of all the roles and sub-roles typical
of the cloud environment.
In order to correctly identify the MUSA stakeholders, we propose to start from a simple model that
outlines the main parties in a typical multi-cloud application (mc app) architecture. A multi-cloud
application provision model contains the following parties involved (as outlined in Figure 3):


End User (EU) (mc app CSC): the customer of the multi-cloud application.



Multi-cloud application Provider (mc app CSP): the party that offers the multi-cloud
application services.



Multi-cloud application Service Partner (mc app CSN): the party that supports the mc app
SP in providing the mc app services (e.g. developers, brokers, etc.).



Cloud Service Provider (CSP): a party that acts as Cloud Service Provider for the cloud
services used by the multi-cloud application. Note that this party does not directly provide any
of the functionalities of the mc app, but provides cloud services that support them.
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Figure 3: Parties involved in the multi-cloud application provision model
As it can be seen in Figure 3, the Mc app SP acts as CSC of the Cloud Services that the mc app
components use and as a CSP for the services that the mc app offers to its own customers (the Endusers). According to the standards above, developers and brokers acts as Cloud Service Partners
(CSN), which are represented, in the above proposed schema, as Multi-cloud application Service
Partner (Mc App SN).
The MUSA framework relies over a DevOps approach [9] (a definition that mixes the terms
"Development" and "Operations") that emphasizes the close collaboration and communication
between software developers and other information-technology (IT) professionals in the engineering
and provision processes, while automating the process of software delivery and infrastructure changes.
According to DevOps approach building, testing, and releasing software can happen rapidly,
frequently, and more reliably.
According to such approach, which we consider is the best for a seamless management of security
aspects in multi-cloud applications, in MUSA we introduce the DevOps Team as the main stakeholder
responsible of the multi-cloud application development, deployment and execution management
(overall lifecycle). In practice, it merges the typical roles of Provider (mc app SP) and Service Partner
(mc app SN) in a multi-cloud application. As a result, in MUSA we have only three main
stakeholders:


End User (EU): the customer of the multi-cloud application.



DevOps Team: the party which develops the multi-cloud application, support its deployment
and offers the multi-cloud application services.



(external) Cloud Service Provider (CSP): a party that acts as Cloud Service Provider for the
cloud services used by the multi-cloud application. Note that this party does not directly
provide any of the functionalities of the mc app, but provides cloud services that support them.

Note that, in order to avoid confusions, we assume, from now on, that CSPs (as stakeholders) are
external cloud service providers whose services are consumed by our multi-cloud application.
The MUSA stakeholders play different sub-roles, depending on the responsibilities they assume in the
mc app lifecycle. Table 7 summarizes the possible sub-roles that each stakeholder can play. The table
proposes a brief description of the sub-roles, even if we suggest interested reader to refer to ISO 17789
for further details.
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Table 7. Overview of MUSA stakeholders
Stakeholder

Role

Description

End-user

CSC

The end-user who uses the services (functionalities) of the multicloud application. His only role is cloud service customer.
We aims at outlining that, in our flow, the End-user is the last
member of the supply chain we consider.

(external)
Cloud
Service
Provider

CSP

The CSPs that are in business relation with the mc app SP and
provide the Cloud Services that the different mc app components use.

DevOps
Team

CSP

The group composed of the roles played by Application Developers,
System Operators, System Administrators and Business Managers
that collaborate in the development and management of the mc app,
following a DevOps approach [9].
As outlined above, the DevOps Team is the cloud service provider of
the services offered by the multi-cloud application. From now on, we
will never refer (unless explicitly outlined) to DevOps Team as CSP,
in order to avoid confusion with (external) CSPs.

DevOps
Team

System
Operator

The role includes all the responsibility related to the deployment of
multi-cloud applications.

DevOps
Team

Service
Administrator

The role includes all the responsibility related to runtime
management of the multi-cloud applications, which includes the
monitoring of these applications. (Note that even if this role is
assumed by the mc app SP it is a typical customer role).

DevOps
Team

Service
Business
Manager

The business manager has overall responsibility for the business
aspects of offering cloud services to cloud service customers. They
create and track the business plan, define the service offering strategy
and manage the business relationship with cloud service customers.

DevOps
Team

Application
Developer

The role includes all the responsibility related to development of
applications or services that exploit multiple heterogeneous cloud
resources in diverse cloud service providers, i.e. of multi-cloud
applications. The development shall be understood here as the set of
all activities that span from application requirements specification to
implementation, including architecting, detail design, coding, testing,
etc. Therefore, Application Architect (and Security Architect) role is
also an Application Developer.

DevOps
Team

Application
Architect

The role includes all the responsibility related to design of multicloud applications or services, which are responsible of the design of
this type of applications. They pursue accomplishing the maximum
benefits in a multi-cloud application in terms of functional, security
and business features by combining the different cloud offerings.

DevOps
Team

Security
Architect

The role includes all the responsibility related to design of the
solutions which aims at assuring the security in the design of multicloud applications.
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3.3.2 Business process overview: Overall process
The MUSA framework supports all the different phases of the mc app lifecycle, from design to
runtime operation. The next figure summarizes the main activities in that lifecycle and in all of them
MUSA supports the management of the security related aspects.

Figure 4: MUSA support to mc app lifecycle
At design phase, the role of MUSA is to help in the specification of the security features offered by
the mc application. The specification of a mc app is usually made in two steps: first the creation of the
Cloud Provider Independent Model (CPIM) and then the Cloud Provider Specific Model (CPSM) that
details the information about the cloud services in which the mc app components will be deployed.
MUSA also supports the specification of the security related aspects of the Service Level Agreement
(SLA) of the mc app, i.e. the creation of the Security SLA. The building of the Security SLA is
combined with the discovery and selection of the cloud services in which the mc app components will
be deployed. The reason is that the controls and metrics to guarantee the security Service Level
Objectives (SLOs) of the mc app depend upon the security treatments (countermeasures) offered by
the specific cloud services in use.
At the development phase, MUSA supports the implementation of the mc app by allowing easy
integration in the mc app components functionalities that address the security features.
MUSA also helps in the automatic deployment of the mc app components by distributing the
components over the selected cloud services and according to the requirements in the Security SLA.
Finally, at runtime operation MUSA framework provides tools to help in the monitoring of the
fulfilment of the Security SLA and in taking the needed reactive measures when Security SLA
violations are about to happen or have effectively happened.
In the following sections, we explain in detail the business process of individual phases. The colour
notation used is blue for generic activities and tools, while yellow is for security supporting activities
and tools provided by the MUSA framework.

3.3.3 Business process overview: Design time
MUSA support to security aware design of multi-cloud applications seeks to smoothly integrate with
the typical multi-cloud application design process. In the next figure we represent the typical high
level work process at the multi-cloud application design time (in blue) and how MUSA supports such
activities (in yellow).
Note that security features offered by services or applications are usually called security requirements
as seen by the service developers. These security requirements refer to data confidentiality, integrity,
access control, data location, etc.
Figure 5 extends the steps of specifying the mc app design (Specify mc app CPIM and Specify mc
app CPSM), and provides details of the stakeholders involved.
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Figure 5: MUSA mc app CPIM and CPSM specification support
Aided by a cloud-based Application specification framework (usually a modelling tool that uses a
cloud specific profile, e.g. CloudML), the DevOps Team will model and analyse the mc app, and the
outcome will be the overall mc app specification. As a part of this process, by using the MUSA IDE
the DevOps Team member with security expertise like the Security Architect, will be able to model
and analyse the security requirements of the mc app. The set of security requirements will complement
the functional requirements of the mc app.
As a complementary task of mc app specification, at design time the multi-cloud application Service
Level Agreement needs to be created. As shown in Figure 6, the MUSA SLA Generator within the
MUSA IDE will enable the DevOps Team create the Security SLA offered by the mc app. The
Security SLA can be considered as an extension to the SLA that will add information on service level
objectives related to security aspects. The service business manager is the one that will validate the mc
app Security SLA and establish contracts with the CSPs of the Cloud Services selected for the mc app
components deployment.

Figure 6: MUSA mc app SLA creation support
The step Discover and select Cloud Services (CS) is in charge of finding candidate Cloud Service
combinations which match the mc app requirements. The step yields to a ranked list of potential
combinations ranked by the requirements satisfaction rate.
In general, the Cloud Service selection involves three main steps: service discovery, service matchmaking and selection decision itself. In Figure 7 we show that MUSA will rely on a Decision Support
Tool (DST) tool to assist both the application developer and application operator (administrator) in
selecting the set of cloud services that the multi-cloud application should use. The MUSA DST will be
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able to support the decision not only on functional requirements but also on non-functional
requirements and security requirements of the mc app.
The CSP Data gathering allows the cloud services to be modelled through a continuous discovery
and categorization of cloud services from different cloud providers. The data gathering process
consists of a pulling of different data sources (open declarations on CSP websites, self-assessment
result repositories like CSA’s STAR Registry [10], certifications and best practices, etc.) to extract the
characteristics of the cloud services that will be structured in Cloud Service descriptions. The Cloud
Service descriptions will be gathered in a CSP Data Repository.
The CSP Data gathering will be enhanced in MUSA such that the service descriptions not only include
functional (availability, storage capacity, etc.) and business (costs, payment model, etc.) characteristics
but also security characteristics (data location, access control mechanisms, vulnerability analysis
frequency, backup frequency, etc.) of the cloud services.

Figure 7: MUSA support to CS discovery and selection decision
The matchmaking of the CS candidates involves the matching of mc app requirements as close as
possible to the cloud services offered by the CSPs. The matchmaking is done as follows: first, the DST
is fed by the mc app developer with the identification of assets, the risk profile and desired treatments
for enforcing the mc app behaviour (including security properties). This risk-based assessment allows
the DST to translate the user requirements into concrete check-list of characteristics of CSPs that it
should look for. Each risk and its corresponding treatment (along with the threshold required by the
treatment to mitigate the risk) are quantified. A Cloud Service can mitigate a risk if there is an exact
match between the treatment required to mitigate the risk and the cloud service provider characteristic
that is associated to the treatment, else it is considered unmitigated. In case the match is not possible,
the DST assists the user to make choices trying to minimise the risks. This generates a list of the Cloud
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Services that best mitigate the risks that have been identified by the user. Within the MUSA
framework, DST allows the security specific treatments to be gathered through the CPIM based SLA.
The risk analysis is done to gather the security requirements only considering security related features
and the treatments form the list of requirements that are specified through the SLA. These extend the
broader range of treatments that are covered by the DST. In order to identify the Cloud Services that
meet the required characteristics, the security provisions of each cloud service under consideration is
identified through the use of the information in the CSP Data Repository. Note that identification of
Cloud Services based on security properties is always followed by ensuring that the other non-security
properties are also met.
Therefore, the decision of which CS candidates will be chosen will be done by the mc app developer
or business manager (depending on which role in the organisation is responsible for the CSP selection)
aided by the recommendations and indications provided by the DST, as the result of the CS
matchmaking process.
The discovery and selection of CS candidates summarized in Figure 7 actually involves an iterative
process that is detailed in Figure 8. The selection of the cloud services is driven by what is specified in
the mc app SLA, and vice versa, the selection impacts on the mc app SLA creation processes.
The creation of the Security SLA starts with the creation of the Security SLA Template where the
initial assets, CS types to use and desired security controls are specified. The DST facilitates the Risk
Analysis of the mc app and specification of the risks, their priorities and the desired treatments that the
Cloud Services will need to apply. With this information, the DST is able to look for the combination
of Cloud Services that best meets the requirements in the Security SLA. The DevOps Team will then
decide which CS and treatments they want to include in the Security SLA (now not an SLA Template
anymore because it includes information on the CS) and create an updated version of it. Then a
refinement process starts where the treatments are refined in the DST Risk Analysis and a new CS
search is launched until a CS combination is found that is able to satisfy all the requirements (security
controls and metrics for the SLOs) stated in the Security SLA.
Finally, the Business Manager is in charge of validating the Security SLA of the mc app.
Therefore, the Figure 8 provides details of how the Security SLA creation and CS discovery and
selection processes are interleaved.
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Figure 8: MUSA support to mc app risk analysis, SLA creation and CS selection
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3.3.4 Business process overview: Development
With respect to how MUSA will support the development of the security and data protection
functionality of the mc app, MUSA will offer a set of security libraries that could be embedded in the
mc app components. With the help of MUSA IDE (see Figure 9) the mc app developer could select
which security libraries they want to use from the MUSA security libraries catalogue. These security
libraries will offer functionality for both the monitoring of the mc app component at runtime and the
enforcement of particular security features. Depending on the selected security library the enforced
security feature will be different, e.g. a library for encryption of data with a particular cyphering
algorithm will serve for data confidentiality, and a library for data anonymization will serve for data
privacy.
MUSA will not impose the use of any particular development environment for the creation of the mc
app components, although at the time of writing it is most likely that the offered libraries will be in
java and therefore useful for direct usage in java based software components.

Figure 9: MUSA mc app security implementation support

3.3.5 Business process overview: Deployment
Once the MUSA components are implemented and the selection of the particular Cloud Services (and
their CSPs) is made, the components can be deployed with a Cloud deployer tool. In the MUSA
context, the deployer will also deploy the MUSA enforcement components and monitoring
components that may be part of the mc app components. In MUSA the deployer will be a distributed
deployer in the sense that it will not only be in charge of deploying a single application on top of a
single cloud service, but multiple components of the application over heterogeneous cloud services. It
is expected that such deployment is as automatic and simultaneous as possible.
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Figure 10: MUSA mc app deployment support

3.3.6 Business process overview: Run time
Once the mc app components are deployed distributed across the selected CSPs, the provision of the
mc app starts. In this process, MUSA will support the continuous control of the fulfilment of the
Security SLA of the whole mc application.
In order to do that, the MUSA Security Assurance Platform (offered as-a-service to the application
provider) will offer monitoring, enforcement and notification services to the mc app administrator
(system administrator).
The MUSA monitoring service will complement the functional monitoring with capabilities to
monitor security properties of the mc app components and the CSP in use. The monitoring will be in
charge of performing the measurements of the security metrics specified in the Security SLA, and the
metrics’ values will be stored in a Measurement repository. The MUSA monitoring in the Assurance
platform will collaborate with the Monitoring agents (libraries) embedded in the mc app components
in order to learn on the components’ status and will also measure the overall status of the mc app.
The MUSA Security Assurance Core will evaluate the monitored information and trigger security
alerts and Security SLA violations based on the event rules defined by the mc app administrator.
The MUSA notification service is in charge of reporting to the mc app administrator the alerts
(potential security incidents and violations of mc app Security SLA) and notifications (detected
security incidents and violations of mc app Security SLA). Following the DevOps approach, the alerts
and notifications will be shown in a dashboard and include all the necessary information for the mc
app administrator to react on the issue or communicate the needed reaction to the mc app developers.
Initially, the following alerts and violation notifications are envisaged:
Alert (prevention):


Simple: An SLO may be violated but a reaction action can be performed automatically by
MUSA security libraries, i.e. the enforcement agent can enforce the security property.
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Complex: An SLO may be violated and the involvement of the mc app admin is needed to
manage the replacement of a CSP (mc app reconfiguration), respecting business continuity.

Violation (reaction):


Simple: An SLO was violated, but a reaction action can be performed automatically by
MUSA security libraries, i.e. the enforcement agent can enforce the security property.



Complex: An SLO was violated, and the involvement of the mc app admin is needed to
manage the replacement of a CSP (mc app reconfiguration), respecting business continuity.



Critical: An SLO was violated, and the mc app redesign is needed. There is a break in the
business continuity. The whole MUSA process should start again by creating a new design
specification of the mc app and a new corresponding Security SLA.

Last but not least, the MUSA enforcement service will enforce the security protection of the mc app
by collaborating with the MUSA security enforcement libraries embedded in the mc app components
(if any).

Figure 11: MUSA mc app assurance support

3.4 Environment systems
This section explains what we consider the environment systems of the MUSA framework, i.e., the
systems that typically could be found working together with it. The environment systems include the
external design time and runtime tools that the MUSA framework needs to interface with, and thus
influence the operation of the framework.
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In the following we explain the tool stereotypes and tool examples for each of the environment
components. All of them are candidates for interaction with the MUSA framework.












Application specification/ planning framework: Allows specifying the architecture of
cloud-based applications, the roles and interconnections of the different components.
Service monitoring: Monitors the inner workings of the multi-cloud application or individual
components. Examples: MMT by Montimage (MUSA partner), Nagios, etc.
Security monitoring: Systems able to detect and possibly avoid malicious attacks to the
environment which the multi-cloud application components are running in. Examples:
Intrusion detection systems, anti-virus systems, firewalls and runtime security testing tools.
Identity management: A centralised or distributed mechanism that enables unique
identification of services and providers. Examples: Ping One, WSO2 Identity Management
Server, IAM Cloud, etc.
Service runtime environment or execution mechanism: Runs the components of the multicloud application. Examples: Apache Axis2 [14], Apache CXF [15], Apache Synapse [16],
Mule ESB [17], GlassFish [18], WSO2 Developer Studio [19], .NET Framework [20], etc.
The MUSA security agents deployed together with the multi-cloud application components
will need to interact with this type of mechanism.
Cloud Service registries: provides the service descriptions or specifications published by the
cloud service providers. Basically it is usually a database that stores the duplets with the
service identifier and the URL where the cloud service is available to purchase.
Examples of available technologies for service registry are: Digital Marketplace (G-Cloud)
[21], OpenStack Marketplace [22], etc.
Cloud Service audit registries: provides the self-assessment results published by the cloud
service providers. Basically it is usually a database that stores the checklists filled by cloud
service providers on applied security controls and procedures.
Examples of available technologies for service registry are: Security, Trust & Assurance
Registry (STAR) Self-Assessment by CSA [10], CloudCode [23], and CloudeAssurance [24].
Integrated Development Environments: As integrated environment we denote a service
infrastructure that enables developers build, deploy and manage applications or services, and
for this integrate a merge between (part of) the above tools.
Examples of integrated environments are: Oracle SOA Suite [25] and WSO2 App Factory
[26].
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4 Requirements viewpoint
The MUSA requirements were originated from the scenarios described in Section 3.2 (elaborated in
Appendix B) and have undergone a refinement process involving WP leaders and the technical
manager. All requirement inputs in the scenarios were analysed by the technical manager and the WP
leaders by summarizing the objectives of the ideas, categorizing them with respect to functional and
non-functional aspects, comparing them to identify relationships, duplicates and gaps, and prioritizing
them in the timeframe of the project. Then, the analysis finalized with the identification of the target
phase and WP within the project that should be made responsible for the fulfilment of the requirement,
together with the identification of the best means for verification of the requirement fulfilment.
Finally, the WP leaders agreed on the set of requirements assigned to their WP.
As a result of this analysis, we obtained a set of 98 requirements stored in a dedicated repository.
From them, 59 are priority 1 requirements that will get the focus of the project research and
development activities.
This set of requirements serves as a starting point for the development of the MUSA framework. The
fulfilment of the requirements will be mastered by the technical manager and the different work
package leaders.
We will follow an iterative approach to make updates to the requirements repository in order to
improve the requirements and to track their progress. The updates will reflect needs of reprioritization,
additions due to progress in platform technology development, as well as needs and expectations from
the industry. This way, we will always have a detailed control of the situation of the fulfilment of each
requirement, from the early development until the end of the pilot tests.
In this repository, the requirements are defined though the following attributes:
Attribute name

Table 8: Explanation of Requirements Repository
Explanation

Format

ReqID

The ID of the requirement.

Unique ID. Has to
be manually
inserted

Title

The title should be short and give a simple idea about
what the requirement is about.

Free text

Description

A brief but understandable description of the
requirement. It should be unambiguous and testable

Free text

Type

It identifies whether this is a functional requirement,
or non-functional requirement (efficiency,
maintainability, reliability and usability).

Drop-down list

Source

It identifies the origin of the requirement
identification.

Free text, typical
value: scenario X

Target WP

It indicates which WP must work to achieve the
requirement, and the WP leader will be responsible
for its fulfilment. WP numbering is according to
DoW.

Drop-down list

Target KR

It indicates which KR (Key Result) is the one
targeting the requirement. KR numbering is according Drop-down list
to DoW.

Target phase

It indicates in which phase of MUSA project is
possible to verify the requirement is achieved or not.

Drop-down list
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It indicates which partner suggested/identified the
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Drop-down list

It indicates how important the requirement is in order
the MUSA project can achieve its objectives. The
possible values are:
 Priority 1= must have, the focus of our work in
MUSA.
Priority



Priority 2= should have, it is interesting and we Drop-down list
will try to address it in MUSA framework, but it
can happen at the end that we need to discard it
due to it takes too long or it gets too difficult.



Priority 3= nice to have, could be left for after the
project if it is difficult to address.

It identifies which method or mechanism will be used
to check if the requirement is met. The options are:

Verification method



Inspection/review – A solution is textually
described in a deliverable (e.g. an algorithm) that
may be manually evaluated.



Runtime testing – The fulfilment will be verified
Drop-down list
through testing/demo of running software.



Formal proof – A formal method of verification is
applied.



User feedback – End-users provide their
evaluation/opinion on the fulfilment of the
requirement.

How addressed

This field is related to the previous one, and provides
a free-text explanation on how the requirements have
been fulfilled.

Free text

Target

This field indicates which part (document,
component, etc.) is the one that meets the
requirement. (The target shall be registered during
validation).

Free text

Identifies where we are in the MUSA requirements
handling process. Possible values:
 Identified by author,
Process status



Filtered by technical manager,



Analysed by WP leader,



Endorsed

Drop-down list

This attribute will indicate whether the requirement
was achieved or not in the current phase of the
project. The field can take the following values:
Fulfilment status



Achieved phase 1 - (M1-M12),



Not achieved phase 1 - (M1-M12),



Achieved phase 2 - (M13-M24),



Not achieved phase 2 - (M13-M24),

Drop-down list
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Changelog/comments



Achieved phase 3 - (M25-M36),



Not achieved phase 3 - (M25-M36),



Rejected,



Obsolete,



Redundant,



Deferred post-MUSA.
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Written comments or explanations to the changes that
Free text
occur in the requirement description.

Next Table 9 shows a snapshot of the project requirement repository at the time of delivery of this
document. In the snapshot we have included the ReqID, Title, Description, Type, Source, Target phase
and Priority attributes.
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Table 9. MUSA project requirements
ReqID

Title

Description

Type

Source

Target
phase

Priority

S1.1-R1

Security
mechanisms for
data confidentiality
and data integrity

Functionality

S1.1-R2

Security
mechanisms for
monitoring

S1.1-R3

Integrated security
controls

S1.2-R1

Security
mechanisms for
data location

S1.2-R2

Selection of
security controls
provided by the
cloud service (by
the CSP)

S1.2-R3

Monitor of Security
controls provided
by the cloud service
(by the CSP)

The MUSA Framework should
provide security mechanisms to
be included in and used by
multi-cloud applications (e.g.
embedded security libraries).
These security mechanisms
need to include controls for data
confidentiality and data integrity.
The MUSA Framework should
provide security mechanisms
(e.g. embedded security
libraries) that monitor and inform
a centralized MUSA service
about the security status during
runtime.
The MUSA Framework should
provide aligned security controls
that will be integrated in both
engineering and operation
phases.
The MUSA Framework should
provide security mechanisms to
be included and used by multicloud applications (e.g.
embedded security libraries).
These security mechanisms
need to include controls for data
location.
The MUSA framework should
provide technical information
regarding the security controls
offered by the cloud services (by
the CSPs) in the market, in
order they can be selected for
the application components to
use them.
The MUSA framework should
allow monitoring security
controls offered by the cloud
services (by the CSPs).

Scenario
1.1

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.1

2

1

Efficiency

Scenario
1.1

3

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.2

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.2

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.2

2

1

S1.3-R1

Discover and select
best cloud services
combination

S1.3-R2

Deployment tool

S1.3-R3

Integrated
representation of
security properties
in design and
operation

The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that extracts from
the application SLA the required
characteristics of the cloud
resources to use, and discovers
and selects the combination of
cloud services that best match
the functional and security
requirements defined in the
SLA.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool to support the
configuration of the deployment
script of distributed parts of the
multi-cloud application.
The MUSA Framework should
provide the mapping between
design phase representation of
security properties over a multicloud application and operation
phase representation.

Functionality

Scenario
1.3

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.3

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.3

2

1
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ReqID

Title

Description

Type

Source

Target
phase

Priority

S1.4-R1

Multi-cloud app
modelling tool

Functionality

S1.4-R2

Multi-cloud app
properties defining
tool

S1.4-R3

Tool for defining the
requirements of the
cloud services

S1.4-R4

Support to SLA
generation

S1.5-R1

Monitoring tool of
multi-cloud app

S1.5-R2

Notification tool

S1.5-R3

Notification
mechanism/process

S1.6-R1

Configuration of
security controls
monitoring

S1.6-R2

Monitoring tool of
security controls

S1.6-R3

Monitoring
configuration
storage

The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that support
application architects in the
modelling of multi-cloud
applications.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that support
application architects in the
definition of functional and
security properties of multi-cloud
applications.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that enables
application architects to model
functional and security
requirements of the cloud
services where the multi-cloud
application will be deployed.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that enables
application architects to obtain
(as automatically as possible)
the SLA from the application
model.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a centralized tool that
supports service administrator in
the monitoring of multi-cloud
application.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that notifies
service administrators about
security incidents in multi-cloud
applications of which they are in
charge of.
The MUSA Framework should
define a mechanism or process
for service administrator
notifying the rest of the
stakeholders involved, for a
prompt reaction.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a centralized tool that
allows the
configuration/specification of
which security controls and
metrics will be monitored on the
application.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that is able to
continuously report on the status
of the security controls and
metrics, whether they are placed
on the application components
or on the cloud services.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that stores the
monitoring configuration

Scenario
1.4

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.4

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.4

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.4

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.5

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.5

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.5

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.6

2

2

Functionality

Scenario
1.6

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
1.6

2

1

S1.6-R4

Monitoring log

The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that stores the
monitoring logs.

Functionality

Scenario
1.6

2

1
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ReqID

Title

Description

Type

Source

Target
phase

Priority

S2.1-R1

Support modeling
of multi-cloud
applications

Functionality

S2.1-R2

Support defining
multi-facet
requirements

S2.2-R1

Security
mechanisms and
control libraries

S2.4-R1

Monitoring tool for
alerts and violations
detection

S2.4-R2

Notification of
security incidents to
service
administrators

S2.4-R3

Notification of
security incidents to
stakeholders

S2.4-R4

Management of the
SLA life-cycle

S2.4-R5

Logging of events

The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool to support
application architects in the
modelling of multi-cloud
applications, in order to identify
their architecture and
deployment.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that supports
application architects in the
definition of application’s
security, functional and business
requirements. The tool should
enable the architect to specify
complex requirements related to
the usage of the cloud
resources belonging to different
providers.
The MUSA Framework should
provide proper security
mechanisms and controls in the
form of libraries whose
functionalities are to be included
and used by multi-cloud
applications. These libraries
must include functionalities to
help distribute the processing of
sensitive data among different
providers.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a centralized tool that
supports service administrator in
the monitoring of multi-cloud
application to detect violations
of associated SLAs (if some of
the SLOs are no more met) or
related alerts (if some of the
metrics associated to the
defined SLOs assume a critical
value that may imply a violation
in the near future).
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that notifies
service administrators about
security incidents (namely alerts
or violations) in multi-cloud
applications of which they are in
charge of.
The MUSA Framework should
define a mechanism or process
for service administrator
notifying the rest of the
stakeholders involved, for a
prompt reaction.
The MUSA framework should
offer proper functionalities to the
service administrator to manage
the SLA life-cycle (in particular it
should allow the service
administrator terminating a
violated SLA).
The MUSA Framework should
provide proper logging
functionalities to log events for

Scenario
2.1

1

1

Functionality

Scenario
2.2

1

1

Functionality

Scenario
2.2

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
2.4

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
2.4

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
2.4

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
2.4

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
2.4

2

2
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Type

Source

Target
phase

Priority

Functionality

Scenario
2.4

3

3

Functionality

Scenario
2.5

2

2

Functionality

Scenario
2.5

2

2

Functionality

Scenario
2.3

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
2.3

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
2.3

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
2.3

3

3

Functionality

Scenario
2.3

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
2.3

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
3.1

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
3.1

2

1

which the MUSA notification
service generates a notification.
S2.4-R6

Update SLA

S2.5-R7

Select reaction
strategy

S2.5-R8

Enforce reaction
strategy

S2.3.11

Tool for service
matchmaking

S2.3.12

Coherent Interfaces
for user interaction

S2.3.13

Data gathering
module

S2.3.14

Data gathering
sources

S2.3.21

Tool for
replacement of
services

S2.3.22

Tool for service
matchmaking

S3.1-R1

Cloud resources
ranking

S3.1-R2

Definition of
Security and
Functional reqs

The MUSA Framework should
provide functionalities to change
the content of the SLA defined
for an application that is already
in operation.
The MUSA Framework should
enable the service administrator
to select the reaction strategy
for a given alert.
The MUSA Framework should
enable the system operator to
enforce the reaction strategy
determined by the service
administrator.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that offers a
ranking of cloud resource
combinations based on the user
requirements.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a mechanism that
allows the user defining security
and functional requirements of
cloud resources to use.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that allows cloud
service characteristics to be
captured or entered to enable a
comparison of services.
DST requires manual and
automated processes to gather
the data from multiple sources
regarding the security controls
and other functional and nonfunctional requirements. Data
sources include web portals,
other web portal's information on
cloud providers, etc.
The MUSA framework identifies
single services that need to be
replaced (according to
monitoring results).
The MUSA DST allows a new
complete service combination
selection based on info on which
individual service needs to be
replaced (S2.3.2-1) and based
on info on from data gathering
module (Req S2.3.1-3)
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that offers a
ranking of cloud resources
based on the user requirements.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a mechanism that
allows the user defining security
and functional requirements of
cloud resources.
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ReqID

Title

Description

Type

Source

Target
phase

Priority

S3.2R1.

Replacement cloud
service

The MUSA framework identifies
a single cloud service for
replacement

Functionality

Scenario
3.2

2

1

S3.2-R2

Selection of cloud
services

The MUSA framework allows a
new complete service selection
using scenario 2.3.1

Functionality

Scenario
3.2

2

1

S3.3-R1

Categorization
upon runtime
characteristics

DST must be able to categorise
services according to their
runtime characteristics

Functionality

Scenario
3.3

3

2

S4.1-R1

SLA compliance
analysis

The MUSA Framework should
check the compliance of the
SLA terms between the CSPs
and the application components
before the deployment.
The service administrator should
have the possibility to focus the
monitoring on specific metrics
related to the SLA (e.g., security
levels filtering).
The MUSA Framework should
check the compliance of the
SLA terms between the CSPs
and the application components
during runtime.
The MUSA Framework should
raise an alarm informing the
application administrator about
any deviation in the SLA. The
end user is also partially notified
about the detected incident.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a centralised monitoring
tool that takes into account the
information coming from
different clouds to correlate
them and detect security issues.
The MUSA Framework should
provide the application
administrator with the means for
selecting the appropriate
mitigation mechanism according
to the detected incident.
The MUSA Framework should
integrate security mechanisms
that can be deployed in various
application components to
ensure data confidentiality,
integrity, access control,
anonymity, etc.
The DST component in the
MUSA Framework should be
able to take into account the
monitoring input to perform a
new selection of appropriate
CSPs where the application
components will be deployed.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool to support the
reconfiguration of the
deployment script of distributed
application components.

Functionality

Scenario
4.1

2

1

S4.1-R2

SLA monitoring
configuration

Functionality

Scenario
4.1

2

2

S4.1-R3

SLA compliance
checking at runtime

Functionality

Scenario
4.1

2

1

S4.1-R4

Alarm generation

Functionality

Scenario
4.1

2

1

S4.1-R5

Distributed multicloud monitoring

Functionality

Scenario
4.2

2

1

S4.2-R1

Incident mitigation
configuration

Functionality

Scenario
4.2

2

1

S4.2-R2

Embedded security
controls

Functionality

Scenario
4.2

2

1

S4.2-R3

Discovery
according to
Monitoring
feedback

Functionality

Scenario
4.2

2

2

S4.2-R4

Redeployment
capability

Functionality

Scenario
4.2

2

1
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ReqID

Title

Description

Type

Source

Target
phase

Priority

S4.2-R5

Countermeasures
to mitigate security
issues

Functionality

S4.2-R6

Redeployment
decision model

S5.1-R1

Information
Governance/ Best
Practice
accreditations Specification

S5.1-R2

Information
Governance/ Best
Practice
accreditations Discovery

S5.1-R3

Information
Governance/ Best
Practice
accreditations Monitoring

S5.2-R1

The MUSA
framework should
support application
developer to specify
the country/region
where the data
should reside.

The MUSA Framework should
be able to react for eliminating
security risks at different levels
(e.g., DST, redeployment,
security mechanisms
integration, etc.).
The MUSA Framework should
provide a Redeployment
decision model that describes
when a Redeployment is
needed.
The MUSA Framework should
allow for specifying the need of
particular security accreditations
of CSP's (define it in multi-cloud
application SLA/model through
MUSA IDE and then MUSA DST
interprets and selects cloud
resources according to this).
Examples include but are not
limited to IS027001, EuCoC,
Uptime Institute Tier rating
The MUSA Framework should
allow for selecting services with
particular security accreditations
of CSP's (define it in multi-cloud
application SLA/model through
MUSA IDE and then MUSA DST
interprets and selects cloud
resources according to this).
Examples include but are not
limited to IS027001, EuCoC,
Uptime Institute Tier rating.
The MUSA Framework should
ensure particular security
accreditations of CSP's.
Examples include but are not
limited to IS027001, EuCoC,
Uptime Institute Tier rating
The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
specifying the country/region
where the data should reside.

Scenario
4.2

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
4.2

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
5.1

1

2

Functionality

Scenario
5.1

2

2

Functionality

Scenario
5.1

2

2

Functionality

Scenario
5.1,
Scenario
5.2

1

1

S5.2-R2

The MUSA
framework should
support application
developer to specify
national security
and information
governance
requirements.

The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
specifying national security and
information governance
requirements.

Functionality

Scenario
5.2

2

3

S5.2-R3

The MUSA
framework should
support to select
the country/region
where the data
should reside.

The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
selecting the country/region
where the data should reside.

Functionality

Scenario
5.1,
Scenario
5.2

2

1
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ReqID

Title

Description

Type

Source

S5.2-R4

The MUSA
framework should
enforce the
country/region
where the data
should reside.
Geo Redundant
Storage Specification

The MUSA framework should
enforce the country/region
where the data should reside.

Functionality

The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
specifying the need of geo
redundant storage (in MUSA
IDE and DST interprets)
The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
selecting services with geo
redundant storage.
The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
monitoring the geo redundant
storage property of cloud
services in use.
The MUSA Framework should
support application developer in
specifying the levels of
resilience (up-time, overhead in
VPN compatibility) required from
the CSPs.
The MUSA DST should
accurately choose between
cloud resources depending on
the levels of resilience required
from CSPs and those offered by
them.
The MUSA Framework should
accurately monitor the levels of
resilience offered by CSPs.
The MUSA Framework should
allow application developer
specifying the type of cloud
setting (hybrid, public, private,
community) required for the
multi-cloud application.
The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
specifying the hybrid cloud for
bursting functionality under
scalability settings of multi-cloud
application.
The MUSA Framework should
support application developer in
deploying the multi-cloud
application in the type of cloud
setting specified.
The MUSA Framework should
allow application developer
controlling the type of cloud
setting (hybrid, public, private,
community) in which the multicloud application is running.
The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
controllin how the cloud bursting
of multi-cloud application is
taking place, which hybrid cloud

S5.3-R1

S5.3-R2

Geo Redundant
Storage - Discovery

S5.3-R3

Geo Redundant
Storage Monitoring

S5.3-R4

CSP Resilience
levels Specification

S5.3-R5

CSP Resilience
levels - Discovery

S5.3-R6

CSP Resilience
levels - Monitoring

S5.4-R1

Cloud setting type Specification

S5.4-R2

Cloud bursting Specification

S5.4-R3

Cloud setting type Deployment

S5.4-R4

Cloud setting type Monitoring

S5.4-R5

Cloud bursting Monitoring

Target
phase

Priority

Scenario
5.1,
Scenario
5.2

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
5.3

3

3

Functionality

Scenario
5.3

3

3

Functionality

Scenario
5.3

3

3

Functionality

Scenario
5.3

1

2

Functionality

Scenario
5.3

3

3

Functionality

Scenario
5.3

2

2

Functionality

Scenario
5.4

3

3

Functionality

Scenario
5.4

2

2

Functionality

Scenario
5.4

3

3

Functionality

Scenario
5.4

3

3

Functionality

Scenario
5.4

3

3
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Type

Source

Target
phase

Priority

Functionality

Scenario
5.4

3

3

Functionality

Scenario
5.4

3

3

Functionality

Scenario
5.5

1

1

Functionality

Scenario
5.5

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
5.5

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
6.1

2

1

Functionality

Scenario
6.1

1

1

Functionality

Scenario
6.2

3

3

Functionality

Scenario
6.2

2

1

is being exploited.

S5.4-R6

Cloud bursting Discovery

S5.4-R7

Cloud bursting Enforcement

S5.5-R1

Geolocation of
component Specification

S5.5 R2

Geolocation of
component Discovery

S5.5 R3

Geolocation of
component Monitoring

S6.1-R1

Language for the
specification of
security properties
in app contract

S6.1-R3

Language for the
specification of
security properties
in app model

S6.2-R1

Extract/process
security
requirements from
components

S6.2-R2

Deployment scripts

The MUSA DST should support
end-user in selecting cloud
resources that offer hybrid cloud
functionality under scalability
settings.
The MUSA framework should
support application operator in
enforcing bursting to hybrid
cloud whenever the multi-cloud
application requires so (and if it
is specified in multi-cloud
application SLA).
The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
specifying the country/region
where the application
component should be
executed/reside.
The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
selecting cloud resources that
ensure the country/region where
the software is executed/stored.
The MUSA framework should
support application operator in
monitoring the country/region
where the application
component is being executed/is
residing.
The MUSA framework provides
a language which will be used to
define the multi-cloud
application security
requirements. (SLA language)
The MUSA framework provides
a modelling language which will
be used to define the multi-cloud
application security
requirements. (App architecture
modelling language).
The MUSA framework provides
functionality to assist developer
to specify security requirements
for existing application
components. This can be the
MUSA security definition
language source or a precompiled version. Source can
be file, http, git, jar etc.
The MUSA framework creates
the necessary scripts to invoke
the deployment tool for the
chosen security configuration.
(They may be created partially
and completed by the system
operator afterwards.)
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ReqID

Title

Description

Type

Source

Target
phase

Priority

S6.3-R1

Create a diff-list of
CSPs

Functionality

Scenario
6.3

postMUSA

3

S6.3-R2

Redeploy
application (components)

Functionality

Scenario
6.3

2

1

S7.1-R1

Distributed multicloud deployment

Functionality

Scenario
7.1

2

1

S7.2-R1

Adaptation of
application
deployment
configurations

Functionality

Scenario
7.2

2

2

S7.3-R2

Assurance of
security
requirements

Functionality

Scenario
7.3

2

1

S7.3-R3

Security awareness
for end applications

Functionality

Scenario
7.3

3

3

S7.3-R4

API to retrieve data
from MUSA
monitoring and
reporting system

Functionality

Scenario
7.4

3

3

S7.4-R1

Secure data
storage and
transfer

Functionality

Scenario
7.4

2

1

S8.1-R1

Security guide

Usability

Scenario
8.1

2

1

S8.2-R1

Security assurance
SaaS

The MUSA framework provides
functionality to show the
comparison of CSPs, fulfilling
security requirements for two
different requirement
specifications
The MUSA framework provides
functionality to invoke the
deployment tool for the changed
configuration and redeploys
necessary application (components).
The MUSA framework is able to
deploy the application
components in a specified
distributed set of services that
satisfies communication and
security requirements.
The MUSA framework allows
new application requirements to
be specified and proposes
modifications to the application
deployment configurations.
MUSA framework provides the
necessary tools/libraries to
monitor the accomplishment of
the defined security
requirements.
MUSA framework provides a
notification/retrieval mechanism
to inform if the security
requirements are being
warranted or not. This should be
used by end applications to
show in a simple icon the
security status of the data flow.
By doing this, it is possible to
provide data awareness to the
end user in a simple and
understandable way.
The MUSA framework offers the
possibility to retrieve through a
REST API the information
contained in the MUSA Security
Assurance Platform.
MUSA framework provides
libraries to store data securely
and also the necessary libraries
to transfer this data securely
between clouds.
The MUSA framework provides
an easy to understand guide for
DevOps approach-based
security management in multicloud applications
The MUSA Framework provides
a centralised security assurance
platform in a form of a SaaS that
includes monitoring, networking
and enforcement services (payper-use)

Functionality

Scenario
8.2

1

1
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Title

Description

Type

Source

S8.2-R2

Notification
subscription

Notifications are sent to
subscribers

Functionality

Scenario
8.2

Target
phase

Priority

3

2
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5 Component viewpoint
5.1 System information model
In this section we describe the main information elements in the MUSA framework. These
information elements are the ones used by the components in the framework or exchanged among
them.
Table 10. Description of items in the information model
Item

Description

Mc app specification model

Represents the security specification model specifying the mc app
architecture (components and interrelationships) and all functional and
security requirements. The model is created using the modelling tool
and can be independent of the CS and CSP that will be used (CPIM) or
have complete information on the CSP to use (CPSM).

CompositeSecuritySLA

The SecuritySLA (see below) of the overall mc application. It includes
the SecuritySLAs of the individual mc app components but also other
SLOs related to the behaviour of the overall application.

ConfigurationScript

The script that defines all the needed information for the appropriate
deployment of the mc app components in the cloud.

CPIM

Cloud Provider Independent Model.

CPSM

Cloud Provider Specific Model.

CSCombination

Each of the sets of Cloud Services (CS) in the CSP Data Repository
that the DST - Decision recommends as a candidate for (at least
partially) fulfilling the requirements stated in the SecuritySLA.

CSData

Data that characterises the Cloud Service for the selection decision.
This data includes CSP, type of CS, treatments applied, metrics used,
etc.

CSTypeList

List of types of Cloud Services available in the CSP Data Repository.

SecurityAgentID

The identification code for a MUSA security agent.

SecurityAgentList

The list of all available MUSA security agents (name and ID),
including monitoring and enforcement.

SecurityCPIM

An extension of the CPIM (see above) that models the security
requirements information.

SecurityCPSM

An extension of the CPSM (see above) that models the security
requirements information.

SecuritySLA

The extension of the Service Level Agreement that includes
specification of security SLOs, security controls and security metrics.
It refers to the aggregation of the SecuritySLAs needed for the mc app
components.

SecuritySLATemplate

The Security SLA where the information of particular CS to be used is
still not specified.

SecuritySLATemplate_with
AllTreatments

A SecuritySLATemplate with security controls and metrics
corresponding to all the treatments required from the CS to be used by
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Description
the mc app components.

SecuritySLATemplate_with
TreatmentsForTTA

A SecuritySLATemplate with security controls and metrics
corresponding to the treatments, associated to the Tangible Technical
Assets, required from the CS to use by the mc app components.

(potential/detected)
SecuritySLAViolation

The information of the potential/detected violation in a security related
SLO within a SecuritySLA. It includes at least information about
which mc app component (if any) or CSP (if any) had the issue, the
type of issue, the values of the measurements taken, the possible
causes and the proposed corrective measures.

SecurityProperty

The information needed to identify and characterize a Security
Property in a SecuritySLA.

(Full/TTA)RiskProfile&Trea
tments

The information that describes the risks, the risk priorities and the
treatments that are requested to the CS that the mc app will use. TTA
refers to only those associated to the Tangible Technical Assets (see
definition in Glossary Appendix A) and Full refers to those associated
to all the assets of the mc application, which include Intangible
Business Assets, Intangible Technical Assets, and Tangible Technical
Assets (see definitions in Glossary Appendix A).

MonitorConfig

The information needed for configuring a monitoring mechanism over
the mc app.

MonitoringOrder

Monitoring activation or deactivation, including configuration of
measurements (i.e. list of metrics, network interface, etc.) and all
needed information for launching the monitoring process.

ranking

The order of priority of each of the cloud service combinations
(CSCombinations) calculated by the DST - Decision. The
combinations are ranked according to primary critera of the risk
mitigation capacity. Additional secondary dimensions of ranking
include cost and quality of experience. The ranking is produced based
on requirements satisfaction rate of each combination in any of the
three dimensions.

requirements
rate

satisfaction The information on the satisfaction level offered by a CSCombination
with respect to the fulfilment of the requirements stated in the
SecuritySLA.

(Montoring) rules

The set of rules that are needed for a specific mc application can be
monitored according to what the DevOps Team desires.

EnforceConfig

The information needed for configuring an enforcement mechanism in
the mc app component through the Enforcement agent.

EnforcementOrder

Enforcement agent activation message, on which data, etc.

EnforcementResult

The message sent as a result of an enforcement order. It contains the
state of whether the enforcement was successfully performed and if
not the causes.

NotificationOrder

It includes information on Notification details (see below).
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Description

Notification

Notification message information to be displayed or forwarded to
subscribers. Includes information on type of notification (alert vs.
violation), detected security issue specifics, as well as the reactive
measures taken/proposed.

UserID

The identification code for the MUSA Security Assurance Platform
users.

5.2 System decomposition model
The system decomposition model defines the different modules/components that compose the MUSA
framework and how they are related to each other.
The Figure 12 shows a UML component diagram representation of the decomposition model of
MUSA. The model includes the logical components found both in the MUSA framework and in a
multi-cloud application component developed and deployed by means of the MUSA framework.
Notice that we have represented a single multi-cloud application component for the sake of readability
of the model, but multiple multi-cloud application components are expected to interact with the
MUSA framework. The relationships between the MUSA framework components have been
simplified too in order to preserve the readability of the figure. These logical components have been
described in Table 11. In this table, we relate each of the components to the Work Packages and Key
Result (KR) identified in the Grant Agreement of MUSA.
Table 11. Description of components in the MUSA framework
Name

Description

Related WP
and KR

MUSA Modeller

This module is the part of the MUSA IDE that WP1, KR1
supports the creation of the mc app specification model
(in CloudML language). The specification modelling
can be performed in different levels of abstraction with
respect to the inclusion of information of specific
Cloud Services that the mc app will use, e.g. CPIM
(Cloud Provider Independent Model) and CPSM
(Cloud Provider Specific Model).

MUSA SLA Generator

This module of the MUSA IDE allows the creation of WP1, KR1
the mc app Security SLA (in WSAG language that
follows WS-Agreement standard). It is not only a
simple editor, but it automates the generation of the
Security SLA through the interpretation of the mc app
specification and the results of the DST.

Security
Catalogue

Metric A repository that stores the list of metrics (and their WP1, KR1
definition) that can be included in a Security SLA. The
metrics there are associated to security properties.

Security SLA Repository

A repository that stores the Security SLA templates WP1, KR1
(without information on which CS will be used) and
the final Security SLA templates (with information on
selected CS to use), of both the individual components
of the mc app and the overall mc app (composite
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Security SLA). It is expected that the Security SLAs
are written in WSAG language.
Security Agent Catalogue

A repository that stores the MUSA security agents WP4, KR1
(both for monitoring and for enforcement purposes)
that can be selected for embedding them in the mc app
components.

DST – Risk Analysis

The part of the Decision Support Tool (DST) that WP3, KR3
enables the definition of the risk profile of the desired
cloud services with respect to a mc app. This risk
profile is defined according to the business and
technical assets, identified threats, desired treatments
in place in the Cloud Service Providers, and priority of
risks.

DST - Discovery

The part of the DST that is able to look for specific WP3, KR3
cloud services or cloud service types in the CSP Data
Repository according to specific search conditions.

DST - Decision

The part of the DST that supports the selection of the WP3, KR3
adequate combination of cloud services where the mc
app components will be deployed, balancing security,
business (costs) and functional requirements expressed
in the Security SLA of the mc app. The balance will be
obtained by addressing the mc app requirements
according to the risk profile defined through the DST Risk Analysis.

CSP Data Repository

A repository that stores the list of available CSPs, WP3, KR3
offered Cloud Service (CS) list, and properties of the
Cloud Services (functional, cost, QoS, security), which
metrics the CS use, i.e. all the necessary information
on Cloud Services to make the selection decision.

CSP Data Gathering

The module that is in charge of collecting all the WP3, KR3
needed information on the Cloud Service Providers
and their Cloud Services so the selection of the Cloud
Services to use by the mc app can be done with respect
to functional, business and security properties offered.
The collected information is stored in the CSP Data
Repository.

Deployer

– The module that allows the automated distributed WP3, KR4
deployment and re-deployment of the mc app
components to multiple cloud providers. In order to do
so, it interprets the Security SLA and configures the
deployment accordingly.

MUSA
Deployer
provision

- The module that executes the deployment itself, and WP3, KR4
therefore enables the provision of mc app components
deployed in multiple cloud providers.

MUSA
decision

MUSA
agent

enforcement The component that in conjunction with MUSA WP4, KR2
Enforcement enforces security properties in a mc app
component. It is embedded in the mc app component
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(deployed with mc app component).
MUSA monitoring agent

The component that in conjunction with MUSA WP4, KR2
Monitoring monitors security metrics on the mc app
component. It is embedded in the mc app component
(deployed with mc app component).

MUSA Monitoring

The module that monitors at runtime the metrics over WP4,
mc app components and over CSPs (whenever needed KR2
and possible) and over network.

KR5,

MUSA Enforcement

The module that is in charge of managing the MUSA WP4,
enforcement agents deployed. The module activates or KR2
deactivates the agent execution and combines it with
the corresponding security libraries deployed in this
module (in SaaS) for ensuring the enforcement of the
secure behaviour in the mc app.

KR6,

MUSA Notification

The module that sends alerts on possible security WP4, KR7
issues of not fulfilling the Security SLA (prevention)
and on occurred Security SLA violations (detection).
The Notification module includes a subscription
mechanism to subscribe to alerts and a dashboard to
visualise the alerts and possible causes.

Identity Management

The module that is in charge of the identification and WP4, KR8
authentication of the users of the MUSA Security
Assurance Platform SaaS.

MUSA
Security The module that gathers the core functionalities for the WP4, KR8
Assurance Platform core
Security Assurance of the mc app at runtime. It
manages the monitoring, enforcement and notification
services. To do so, it extracts info from Security SLA
and deployment configuration to identify which mc
components, which metrics, which thresholds, etc.
need to be monitored and enforced.
This module decides the mitigation strategies when
non-fulfilment of Security SLAs happens or is about to
happen (identifies which notification and which
mitigation activity are needed, including activation of
enforcement agents in mc app components).
MUSA
Measurement A repository that stores measured values of monitored WP4, KR8
Repository
metrics on the mc app components and CSPs
(whenever possible).
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Figure 12: MUSA framework components
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5.3 Interface specification model
The interface specification models show which interfaces are exposed for each of the platform
components in Section 5.2. The information that goes in and out of the interfaces is from the system
information model in Section 5.1.

5.3.1 MUSA IDE Modeller
As shown in Figure 13, the modelling tool within the MUSA IDE offers IModelling interface. This
interface has three methods:


exportSecurityCPIM() exports a security CPIM (Cloud Provider Independent Model annotated
with security information) from the modelling tool to be used by other modules;



exportSecurityCPSM() exports a security CPSM (Cloud Provider Specific Model annotated
with security information) from the modelling tool to be used by other modules;



modelSecurityReqs() allows creating the initial security specification model of the mc app
including the desired Cloud Service types for the components (GUI).



detailSecurityReqs() allows detailing the security requirements of the components in the
specification model of the mc app (GUI).



assignSecurityAgent() allows modelling the existence of a MUSA monitoring agent or MUSA
enforcement agent in a mc app component, whether it be at the CPIM or at CPSM level.
This module uses the ISecurityAgentCatalogue interface provided by the Security Agent Catalogue
module in order for example the DevOps Team can annotate the model with the security libraries used
by the components.

Figure 13: Interfaces for MUSA IDE Modeller and Security Agent Catalogue

5.3.2 MUSA IDE SLA Generator
The SLA Generator tool aims at offering a solution to produce Security SLAs for multi-cloud
applications, taking into account application architecture and requirements.
The SLA Generator enables the DevOps Team write SLAs, not only through a manual editing, but
even offering a guide to build up multi-cloud Security SLAs taking into account the result of security
risk analysis.
The tool is composed of three main components: SLA Generator itself, the Security Metric Catalogue,
which collects the specification of the set of security metrics that can be used to express Service Level
Objectives and the Security SLA Repository, which is shared with MUSA Security Assurance
Platform in order to maintain the contracts signed by customers and their state. Note that Security
SLAs do have the same format as the typical SLAs although they extend them with security
information.
Figure 14 shows the components’ interfaces and their main methods.
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Figure 14: Interfaces for MUSA IDE SLA Generator

5.3.3 Decision Support Tool
The Decision Support tool (DST) provides multiple components that together form a service
matchmaking system that allows the user to select the most optimal set of cloud services given the
SLA and other requirements.
Within MUSA framework, the components of DST are utilized at different stages in the application
development. We describe here briefly the key interfaces depicted in Figure 15.
CSP Data Gathering interface is a standalone component that helps the DST to fetch the data regarding
the Cloud Services and Providers from different sources. These sources may be open source APIs,
websites, open repositories and most importantly, crowdsourcing platform that allows users providing
opinions on the CSPs.
CSP Data Repository assimilates and organizes the data fetched from different sources and creates a
rich and current database. The component has ability to search, update and fetch data as and when
required.
DST - Discovery is the component that allows the user to look for the cloud service types that are
available in the marketplace independent of the providers thereby ensuring an effective application
building.
DST - Risk Analysis conducts two levels of risk analysis. First, it extracts the risks and treatments as
are provided by the Security SLAs in order to obtain a list of requirements from security point of view.
Second, it conducts a risk analysis for other requirements of the user from the cloud services that
enrich the previous set of requirements. The second step is optional. The Risk Analysis provides as an
output the concrete requirements needed from the cloud services, as desired by the user.
DST - Decision (making) interface essentially assimilates all the requirements that are provided by the
enriched SLAs and conducts a service matchmaking step. This component provides not only the list of
CS combinations that best fit the requirements, but also the level of requirement satisfaction that are
made by all services considered.
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Figure 15: Interfaces for Decision Support Tool

5.3.4 Deployer
As it can be seen in Figure 16, the Deployer component is divided in Decision and Provision parts.
While the Decision offers the interface that allows the creation and retrieval of the deployment script,
while the Provision offers the interface for deploying both the mc app components and the MUSA
security agents themselves.

Figure 16: Interfaces for Deployer
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5.3.5 MUSA Security Assurance Platform
The MUSA Security Assurance platform is devoted to continuously monitor and analyse multi-clouds
application security with the possibility of activating automatic reactions (based on security
enforcement libraries) and sending notifications (alerts and violation notifications) in case of security
issue detection with the ultimate objective of maintaining confidentiality and privacy of sensitive data
and communications.
As it can be seen in Figure 17, the platform is composed of a set of modules that includes interfaces
offering the following methods:
- MUSA Security Assurance Core: directly manages the Monitoring, Enforcement and
Notification modules. Methods:
- subscribeToNotifications (userID, mc app, notifications): enables the subscription to
specific multi-cloud application notifications.
- monitorMcAppSecurity (mc app, rules): allows to specify the security rules to monitor
a multi-cloud application.
- determineSecurityMetricsAndThresholds (securitySLA): secMetrics, thresholds:
allows the specification of security metrics and thresholds from an specific SLA.
- checkSLAfulfillment(securitySLA): analyses whether a specific SLA is fulfilled.
- enforceSLAfulfillment (SecuritySLA, SecurityProperty): enforces a specific security
property fulfilment in a mc app component according to what is guaranteed in the
SecuritySLA.
-

MUSA Monitoring: contains the functionality to monitor the security of multi-cloud
applications. Methods:
- monitorSecurityProperties (Security SLA, deployment script): is able to define the
parameters to be monitored according to specific security SLA and deployment script.
- monitorSecurityProperty (Security Property, monitorConfig): value: obtains a
determined measurement regarding to the specified security property and
configuration.

-

Monitoring agent: manages the monitoring operation in the specific multi-cloud application
component. Methods:
- monitorSecurityPropertyComp (SecurityProperty, monitorConfig): value: obtains a
determined measurement from a multi-cloud application component regarding to the
specified security property and configuration.

-

MUSA Notification: enables the notification of security-related information to the involved
parties. Methods:
- subscribeToNotifications (userID, mc appID, notifications): allows the user specified
by userID subscribing to the determined notifications of the specified multi-cloud
application.
- reportPropertyValue (value): specifies the value for a determined property.
- reportAlert (potentialSecuritySLAViolation): launches an alert for the specified
potential security SLA violation.
- reportNotification (detectedSecuritySLAViolation): launches a notification containing
information about the specified detected security SLA violation.

-

Measurement Repository: All the values of monitored metrics are stored in this repository. It
allows feeding different functionalities to detect for example SLA violations (e.g., non-respect
of thresholds). Methods:
- updateSecurityPropertyValue (value): This function allows to update the value of the
security property related metrics.
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-

MUSA Enforcement: allows enforcing security properties by activating security mechanisms
that can be deployed with the application component (using the enforcement agent) or as an
external SaaS. Methods:
- enforceSecurityProperty (SecurityProperty, enforConfig): allows activating the
security enforcement mechanism for a specific security property. The activation can
have a set of configuration options (example: data) that are defined in the enforcement
configuration item.

-

Enforcement agent: allows the activation of security enforcement mechanism in the same
virtual machine or container as the application component. Methods:
- enforceSecurityProperty (SecurityProperty, enforConfig): orders the execution of the
needed enforcement mechanism for a specific security property. The activation can
have a set of configuration options (example: data) that are defined in the enforcement
configuration item.

-

Identity Management: allows the management of different MUSA Security Assurance
Platform users. This includes application developers, operators etc. Notice that in the context
of MUSA, this component will rely on standard identity management systems (no specific
mechanism will be implemented for MUSA).
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Figure 17: Interfaces for the MUSA Security Assurance Platform

5.4 System collaboration model
The system collaboration model describes the main interaction between the MUSA framework
components using information items defined in Section 5.1 as well as the interfaces defined in Section
5.3. The sequence diagrams below show only the most basic and high level interactions and there may
be other possible interaction sequences for a process.
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Figure 18: Collaboration in mc app specification process (cf. Figure 5)
For the multi-cloud app specification process, the DevOps Team will use an Application
Specification Framework to model the mc app specification. The MUSA IDE Modeller will
complement the functionality of such tool by allowing the security requirements to be specified. The
modelling starts with the analysis of the mc application and identification of its functional and security
requirements. To perform the analysis, the first thing is to look for the available CS types in the CSP
Data Repository, in order to know which ones can be used for the mc app components. The selected
CS type for each mc app component is expressed in the model together with the security and
functional requirements at this level of abstraction. In this process, the DevOps Team will use the
MUSA IDE Modeller to specify (optionally) the MUSA security agents (both monitoring and
enforcement) to use in the mc app components.
Once the CPIM is finished, the DevOps Team will include the details about the particular cloud
services the mc app uses in the model, i.e. will create the CPSM. Such details are contained in the
Security SLA that has been created for the mc app (see below).
The CPSM refinement process will continue until all the requirements specified in the Security SLA
are expressed in the CPSM.
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Figure 19: Collaboration in mc app Security SLA creation process (cf. Figure 6 and 8)
The process of mc app SLA creation asks also for the close collaboration between the SLA
Generator and the DST. First the DST Discovery is consulted to learn on the available CS types. Then,
the creation of the Security SLA (the SLA extended with security SLOs and controls) starts by
interpreting the architectural information contained in the CPIM and generating the Security SLA
Template (without specific CSP info) with the desired CS type assigned to each of the mc app
components.
Then, the template needs to be refined with information on required security controls and metrics. In
order to do so, the DevOps Team will use the DST Risk Analysis to specify the risk profile and
treatments wanted in the mc app. The Risk Profile is analysed in two steps: the risk profile and
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treatments for the technical tangible assets first (step 2.1 in Figure 19) and then the risk profile and
treatments for all the rest of the assets (step 3.1 in Figure 19). With this analysis the DevOps Team
details the desired security controls and metrics in the Security SLA Template.
In order to complete the Security SLA with the proper controls and metrics required over specific
selected CS offerings, an iterative process starts until all requirements of the mc app are expressed in
the Security SLA. In this loop, the DST Decision is consulted in order to learn on the best candidate
CS combinations that can offer the specified treatments to fulfil the mc app requirements. The
candidate combinations are ranked (according to the risk profile and the requirements satisfaction rate)
and presented to the DevOps Team who make the final decision on which CS should be selected.
Once (some of) the CS are selected, the information on actual controls and metrics offered by the
selected CS needs to be detailed in the Security SLA. In addition, for some mc app components it
might be necessary to select MUSA security agent(s) to enforce security property(ies) that cannot be
guaranteed by any of the CS in the selected CS combination. The indication of the needed monitoring
agents (per security property and per mc app component) is also optionally added.
The Security SLA is increasingly refined by checking the available treatments of the CS and
indicating the desired ones.
When all the security controls and metrics for individual components are specified, then the composite
SLA is created (step 7 in Figure 19) and a final check is done (step 8 in Figure 19) on whether all the
mc app requirements can still be satisfied by the selected CS combination. The composite Security
SLA refinement process will continue until all the requirements specified in the Security SLA are
fulfilled by the selected CS combination.
Finally, Figure 20 shows the process for the Runtime security assurance of the mc app. In this
process, the System administrator will use the mc app monitoring tools to control both the
performance and security behaviour of the mc app. MUSA will offer them the MUSA Security
Assurance Platform (SaaS) for the assurance of the security aspects.
The System administrator will first use the subscription service of the Notification in MUSA SaaS to
select which aspects they would like to receive notifications on. This way the Notification service can
forward/show notifications to subscribers according to the subscription criteria such as the
alert/notification types, thresholds and reaction measures.
Then, the MUSA Security Assurance Core will get the multi-cloud application’s Security SLA in
force from the Security SLA repository, and extract from it the security metrics that should collect and
control in each of the mc app components and the overall mc app. The Monitoring service is
continuously checking those security properties (both properties of the components and of overall
application, see Optional loops in Figure 20) and storing the measurements (metrics values) in the
Measurement Repository. The Monitoring service is also in charge of computing the needed
composite security metrics. The Core will make all the necessary computations to evaluate whether all
the clauses in the Security SLA are being satisfied and if not, an appropriate notification order will be
sent to the Notification service (ReportAlert in case the SLA is in risk of being violated or
ReportViolation in the case the SLA has indeed been violated) which then relays the notification to the
subscribers.
Depending on the type of security flaw detected, the MUSA Security Assurance platform will offer
different reactive measures. In some cases, the potential Security SLA violation may be corrected by
means of the application of some enforcement mechanism in the mc app components. In such cases,
the Enforcement service will participate by activating the needed enforcement agents in the
components.
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Figure 20: Collaboration in mc app runtime control (cf. Figure 11)
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6 Conclusion and further work
This document has described the initial version of the MUSA framework design. The description
includes context, requirements and component viewpoints of the Arcade architecture description
framework.
Specific technology choices were left out from this document at this early phase of the project. The
architecture is a live document that will continuously evolve towards the final version of the
architecture (D1.4) at the end of the project (M35). The final version will revise the current
descriptions of the viewpoints and include the distribution and realisation viewpoints. The final
version will ensure the full alignment of the descriptions with the actually implemented and integrated
modules/components of the MUSA framework.
The discussions over the architecture have been very useful to set a common understanding among the
project participants particularly for getting a greater knowledge on the background tools brought to the
project by different partners and how they could fit into the MUSA framework. This early draft of the
architecture has also served to clarify the implementation work to be done in next phases and the
partners responsibilities in that work.
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Appendix A. MUSA glossary
The following table provides the glossary of terms relevant to the MUSA project. The glossary
contains the terms together with their definitions.
Notes:
The Glossary is in alphabetical order.
Terms defined in the glossary are reported in bold.
Terms defined in external documents and not reported in glossary are reported in italic.

Term

Definition

Activity
(cloud A specified pursuit or set of tasks (ISO/IEC 17789).
computing activity)
Alert
Attribute

Asset

Characteristic

An event triggered to indicate a warning of potential failure to meet one or
more SLOs defined within an SLA.
An attribute is a property or characteristic of an object that can be
distinguished quantitatively or qualitatively by human or automated means
(ISO/IEC 27000:2014, ISO/IEC 15939:2007).
The parts or properties of a multi-cloud application that the end user
(DevOps Team) intends to protect. These assets can be intangible or
tangible. The intangible assets are further subdivided as business oriented or
technical oriented assets.
A feature or quality belonging typically to a person, place, or thing and
serving to identify them (Oxford Dictionaries Online)..

Cloud application

An application that offers cloud services and consumes cloud resources.
(SPECS Glossary)

Cloud capability type

A classification of the functionality provided by a cloud service to the cloud
service customer based on resources used (ISO/IEC 17788).
NOTE: the cloud capability types belong to three sets: application
capability type, infrastructure capability type and platform capability type
(ISO/IEC 17788).
Any resource delivered and controlled by services offered by a cloud
service provider.
In MUSA, multi-cloud applications access cloud resources by consuming
cloud services.
One or more capabilities offered via cloud computing invoked using a
defined interface (ISO/IEC 17788).

Cloud resource

Cloud service

service A group of cloud services that possess some common set of qualities
(ISO/IEC 17788).
NOTE: a cloud service category can include capabilities from one or more
cloud capability types.
Cloud
service A group of cloud services that possess some common set of qualities
(ISO/IEC 17788).
category
NOTE: a cloud service category can include capabilities from one or more
cloud capability types.
Cloud
service A party which is in a business relationship for the purpose of using cloud
services (ISO/IEC 17788).
customer (CSC)
NOTE: a business relationship may not necessarily imply financial
agreements.
Cloud
category
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Cloud service partner A party which is engaged in support of, or auxiliary to, activities of either
the cloud service provider or the cloud service customer, or both (ISO/IEC
(CSN)
17788).
Cloud
service A party that makes cloud services available (ISO/IEC 17788).
provider (CSP)
Each of the categories used in MUSA for classification of available cloud
Cloud service type
services.
The action or fact of complying with a wish or command (Oxford
Dictionaries Online).
In MUSA, the compliance refers to the action or fact, applied to multi-cloud
application or cloud service, of fulfilling regulatory requirements.
A functional building block needed to engage in a cloud computing activity,
backed by an implementation (ISO/IEC 17789).

Compliance

Component
Countermeasure

Decision support

Deployment
Event

Intangible
asset

Intangible
asset

Metric

An action, device, procedure, or technique that meets or opposes (i.e.,
counters) a threat, a vulnerability, or an attack by eliminating or preventing
it, by minimizing the harm it can cause, or by discovering and reporting it
so that corrective action can be taken (Internet Security Glossary).
The mechanism to recommend/rank the most accurate cloud services to be
used by the cloud-based application. The recommendation is based on a
methodological processing of the application requirements.
An activity that starts a multi-cloud application component connecting it to
a (cloud) resource, enabling the consumption of cloud services.

Any detectable or discernible occurrence that has significance for the
management of the IT infrastructure or the delivery of IT service and
evaluation of the impact a deviation might cause to the services. Events are
typically notifications created by an IT service, configuration item or
monitoring tool (ITIL 2011).
business Intangible Business assets are properties/evaluations that are affected and
evaluated on the basis of the business, market and finance related
performance of a component. They are intangible due to the absence of
physical existence but rather subjective nature.
technical Intangible technical assets are the properties/evaluations that are affected
and evaluated on the basis of the technical performance or features of a
component. They are intangible due to the absence of physical existence but
rather subjective nature.
A standard of measurement that defines the conditions and the rules for
performing the measurement and for understanding the results of a
measurement. (NIST “cloud computing service metrics description” draft).

Measurement

The actual value that a metric takes.

Multi-cloud
application

A cloud application that consumes cloud resources from at least two
different cloud service providers.

Notification

An indication or message of the occurrence of a non-fulfilment of the SLA
(violation notification) or the occurrence of a threat that may put in risk the
fulfilment of the SLA (alert).
A characteristic that is measured through a single metric.

Property
Re-deployment

An activity that reconfigures the (set of) already started multi-cloud
application component(s) modifying the (cloud) resources to which they
are connected.
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Remedies are provided by the cloud service provider to the cloud service
customer in the event the cloud service fails to meet the service level
objectives defined in the SLA. The SLA shall specify remedies for the
failure to meet SLOs (ISO/IEC CD 17788.2).
The process of substitution of one or more cloud services that the cloudbased application uses.

Resource

Any physical, virtual or software element that has a state.

Risk

The expected loss associated to a threat (Internet Security Glossary).

Security attribute

A synonym of security property.

A security capability is a combination of mutually reinforcing security
controls (i.e., safeguards/countermeasures) implemented by technical
means (i.e., functionality in hardware, software, and firmware), physical
means (i.e., physical devices and protective measures), and/or procedural
means (i.e., procedures performed by individuals) (NIST 800-53).
A safeguard or countermeasure prescribed for an information system or an
Security control
organization designed to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of its information and to meet a set of defined security
requirements (NIST 800-53).
Security
control A collection of security controls according to an existing security control
framework or standard.
domain
Security
control A synonym of security control domain.
family
Security
control A data structure that organizes and categorizes the security controls that an
information system or an organization should apply to create business value
framework
and minimize risk.
Security capability

Security metric

A metric that measures a security attribute.

Security property

A security property is a characterization, attribute or specification of a
service that realise a security requirement or policy (Aniketos Glossary).

Security requirement

A requirement levied on an information system or an organization that is
derived from applicable laws, Executive Orders, directives, policies,
standards, instructions, regulations, procedures, and/or mission/business
needs to ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of information
that is being processed, stored, or transmitted.
Note: Security requirements can be used in a variety of contexts from highlevel policy-related activities to low-level implementation-related activities
in system development and engineering disciplines (NIST SP800-53).
A security SLA is a part of or addition to an SLA that specifies the security
related Service Level Objectives (and metrics) of a service.

Security SLA

Security SLO

A security SLO is an SLO that focuses on a security aspect of the service.

Service description

A service description is an artifact, usually document-based, that defines or
references the information needed to use, deploy, manage and otherwise
control a service. This includes not only the information and behavior
models associated with a service to define the service interface but also
includes information needed to decide whether the service is appropriate
for the current needs of the service consumer. Thus, the service description
will also include information such as service reachability, service
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functionality, and the policies and contracts associated with a service
(OASIS Reference Model for SOA).
An activity that finds a (set of) cloud service(s) according to specific
search conditions.

Level Documented agreement between the service provider and the service
customer that identifies services and service targets (ISO/IEC 20000-1
(2011)).

Service
Agreement

Service
Level Service Level Objective represents the quality of service aspect of the
agreement. Syntactically, it is an assertion over the terms of the agreement
Objective (SLO)
as well as such qualities as date and time (WS-Agreement).
Service matchmaking

The process of identifying the cloud services that match the application
requirements most accurately.

SLA Implementation It is the phase of the SLA life cycle during which a service provider
implements an SLA, i.e. execute all the activities needed to assure that the
(phase)
SLA will be respected.
SLA
(phase)

Monitoring It is the phase of the SLA life cycle during which the service, covered by
the SLA, is observed, i.e. the metrics associated to SLOs are measured.

SLA
(phase)

Negotiation It is the phase of the SLA life cycle during which a service provider and a
service customer try to find an agreement on an SLA.

SLA
Remediation It is the phase of the SLA life cycle during which a service provider
applies remedies.
(phase)
SLA Renegotiation It is the phase of the SLA life cycle during which a service provider and a
service customer try to change an already agreed SLA.
(phase)
security A security service description is a part of or addition to a Service
description. It is service description specific to the security domain.

Service
description
Tangible
Asset

Technical The tangible assets describe the architectural elements that are intended to
be externalized using the cloud services.

Threat

A potential for violation of security, which exists when there is a circumstance,
capability, action, or event that could breach security and cause harm (Internet
Security Glossary). A threat is realised by exploiting vulnerabilities in a service or
application.

Treatment

See Countermeasure.

Unwanted incident

The undesired consequence of a risk.

Verification

Verification is derived from the Latin word for “true” (Internet Security
Glossary), and is the process of checking that the goals and requirements are
fulfilled.
An event triggered to indicate the failure to meet one or more SLOs defined
within an SLA.
A flaw or weakness in a system's design, implementation, or operation and
management that could be exploited to violate the system's security policy
(Internet Security Glossary).

Violation
Vulnerability
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Appendix B. MUSA scenarios
The MUSA scenarios describe intended usage scenes of the MUSA framework. The creation of the
scenarios followed the scenario management process that is showed in the next figure.

Figure A.1: MUSA Scenario definition process
The following scenario descriptions are the results of the scenario management process, and have been
used as a basis for requirements elicitation and the initial architecture design.
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Scenario 1.1: Integrated assurance of confidentiality and integrity for multi-cloud application
John is a cloud application developer who wants to include some security
Description
controls in the application he is developing. Specifically, he needs to
make sure that the data being transferred from each part (component) of
the multi-cloud application to each other is confidential and maintains its
integrity. So he needs to include security controls of encryption to ensure
data confidentiality and integrity.
These security controls will be included/used in the application during the
design time and at runtime the service administrator will be able to
monitor the proper operation of the controls inside the application.
1. The application developer starts developing a multi-cloud application
Workflow
2. During the design time, the application developer includes the
security controls in the application, for instance as software libraries.
3. During the design time, the application developer uses the APIs
provided by the libraries to include the security mechanisms in the
application.
4. During runtime, the service administrator monitors the proper
operation of the security controls.
Alternate workflow
Application developer, service administrator.
Stakeholders
description
John as application developer
Main Stakeholder
Data confidentiality, data integrity
Security aspects
Integrated assurance of data confidentiality and data integrity properties
Outcome
in the multi-cloud applications.
High-level requirements:
ID
Requirement
S1.1-R1
The MUSA framework should provide security mechanisms to be included in and used
by multi-cloud applications (e.g. embedded security libraries). These security
mechanisms need to include controls for data confidentiality and data integrity.
S1.1-R2
The MUSA framework should provide security mechanisms (e.g. embedded security
libraries) that monitor and inform a centralized MUSA service about the security status
during runtime.
S1.1-R3
The MUSA framework should provide aligned security controls that will be integrated
in both engineering and operation phases.

Scenario 1.2: Integrated assurance of confidentiality and data location for multi-cloud
applications
John is a cloud application developer who wants to use some security
Description
controls in the application he is developing. Specifically, he needs to make
sure that the data managed by the application is stored in a specific
location and the data remains confidential while it is stored in the cloud
service. So he wants to use the security controls regarding data
confidentiality and data location in place in the cloud service where the
multi-cloud application will be deployed.
These security controls will be included/used in the application during the
design time and at runtime the service administrator will be able to
monitor the proper operation of the controls inside the application.
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Alternate workflow

Stakeholders
description
Main Stakeholder
Security aspects
Outcome

ID
S1.2-R1

S1.2-R2

S1.2-R3
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1. The application developer starts developing a multi-cloud application.
2. During the design time, the application developer specifies that the
multi-cloud application components will use the security controls
provided by the cloud service (by the CSP) where the multi-cloud
application will be deployed.
3. During runtime, the service administrator monitors the proper
operation of the security controls.
2. During the design time, the application developer includes the security
controls in the application, for instance as software libraries.
3. During the design time, the application developer specifies that the
multi-cloud application components will use the APIs provided by
the MUSA libraries to include the security mechanisms in the
application.
4. During runtime, the service administrator monitors the proper
operation of the security controls.
Note: Instead of alternate workflow, this can also be a complementary
workflow, which starts working if the monitoring detects that the security
controls in the CSP are not working as required.
Application developer, service administrator, Cloud Service Provider
John as application developer
Data confidentiality, data location
Integrated assurance of data confidentiality and data location properties in
the multi-cloud applications.

Requirement
The MUSA framework should provide security mechanisms to be included and used by
multi-cloud applications (e.g. embedded security libraries). These security mechanisms
need to include controls for data location.
The MUSA framework should provide technical information regarding the security
controls offered by the cloud services (by the CSPs) in the market, in order they can be
selected for the application components to use them.
The MUSA framework should allow monitoring security controls offered by the cloud
services (by the CSPs).

Scenario 1.3: Multi-cloud application automatic deployment
Mary is a system operator who needs to deploy an application that
Description
exploits multiple heterogeneous cloud resources in diverse cloud service
providers.
She needs to discover and select the combination of cloud services that
best match the functional and security requirements defined in the SLA
(probably defined by the application architect).
She uses a deployment tool in order to define the configuration of the
deployment and automatically deploy the distributed parts of the
application in different cloud services.
1. The system operator gets from the application developer a multiWorkflow
cloud application to be deployed.
2. The system operator runs a tool that as a result gives the best
combination of cloud services available in the market which match
the requirement defined in the SLA.
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3. The system operator configures the deployment script to deploy the
different parts of the application in distributed cloud services based
on the intelligent selection of the cloud services.
4. The system operator executes the deployment script.
Alternate workflow
Stakeholders
description
Main Stakeholder
Security aspects
Outcome

ID
S1.3-R1

S1.3-R2
S1.3-R3

System operator, application developer, application architect, Cloud
Service Provider
Mary as system operator
All in other scenarios.
Automatic deployment of application components in distributed cloud
services.

Requirement
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that extracts from the application SLA the
required characteristics of the cloud resources to use, and discovers and selects the
combination of cloud services that best match the functional and security requirements
defined in the SLA.
The MUSA framework should provide a tool to support the configuration of the
deployment script of distributed parts of the multi-cloud application.
The MUSA framework should provide the mapping between design phase representation
of security properties over a multi-cloud application and operation phase representation.

Scenario 1.4: Modelling of multi-cloud applications including security aspects
Karen is an application architect who wants to design an application that
Description
will exploit different cloud services. She models the different parts of the
cloud application and their interrelations. She also defines the functional
and security characteristics that each cloud service needs to fulfil in order
for each part of the multi-cloud application to work properly according to
the requirements she is defining for the application as well.
As she makes changes to the model of the application, automatically the
SLA (model format, e.g. WS-Agreement) of the application is generated
accordingly. Both models are kept aligned while she works. This SLA is
the one that needs to be monitored at runtime.
1. The application architect models each part of the multi-cloud
Workflow
application based on the cloud services where they are going to be
deployed.
2. The application architect defines the requirements for each part of the
multi-cloud application
3. The application architect defines the functional and security properties
that each cloud service has to fulfil.
4. As a result the application architect obtains a complete list of
functional and security properties that the multi-cloud application has
to fulfil (SLA).
Alternate workflow
Application architect
Stakeholders
description
Karen as application architect
Main Stakeholder
Data confidentiality, data integrity, data localisation and data access
Security aspects
properties have to be defined in the design (SLA).
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ID
S1.4-R1
S1.4-R2
S1.4-R3

S1.4-R4
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Multi-cloud application design model aligned with the SLA of the
application, including functional and security aspects.
Requirement
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that support application architects in the
modelling of multi-cloud applications.
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that support application architects in the
definition of functional and security properties of multi-cloud applications.
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that allows application architects to model
functional and security requirements of the cloud services where the multi-cloud
application will be deployed.
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that allows application architects to obtain
(as automatically as possible) the SLA from the application model.

Scenario 1.5: Monitoring of security properties
Mike is a service administrator who wants to monitor the security
Description
behaviour of a multi-cloud application.
He opens a dashboard where a list of cloud applications is shown; he is the
manager of these applications at runtime. Selecting each of the
applications Mike can check the status of the application and check if any
security incident has happened.
If any security incident happens, a notification will be sent to Mike in
order to react to it, by redesigning the application and/or its security
controls, or by reconfiguring the deployment of the application changing
the cloud services contracted.
1. The service administrator monitors a multi-cloud application through
Workflow
a dashboard where it is listed.
2. The service administrator can check the status and the security
incidents log.
3. If any security incident happens, the service administrator receives a
notification.
4. In case of a security incident, the service administrator informs the
application architect and/or the system operator, and/or the CSP (in
case the incident is caused by a non-compliance of the CSP’s SLA, i.e.
the security controls of the CSP do not work as stated in its SLA).
Alternate workflow
Service administrator, system operator, application architect.
Stakeholders
description
Mike as service administrator.
Main Stakeholder
All in other scenarios.
Security aspects
MUSA monitoring that allows service administrators managing the
Outcome
security of the applications and get notified whenever a security incident
happens.
ID
S1.5-R1
S1.5-R2

Requirement
The MUSA framework should provide a centralized tool that supports service
administrator in the monitoring of multi-cloud application.
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that notifies service administrators about
security incidents in multi-cloud applications of which they are in charge of.
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The MUSA framework should define a mechanism or process for service administrator
notifying the rest of the stakeholders involved, for a prompt reaction.

Scenario 1.6: Monitoring of new indicators of security properties
Mike is a service administrator who wants to monitor the security
Description
behaviour of a multi-cloud application.
He opens a dashboard where a list of cloud applications is shown; he is the
manager of these applications at runtime. Selecting each of the
applications Mike can define the security controls and metrics that he
wants to monitor in the application.
He can add monitoring probes in the application components themselves
or in the cloud services the components are running on.
At any time, he can get the status of the security metrics and indicators
(computation of metrics).
1. The service administrator configures the controls and metrics on a
Workflow
multi-cloud application through a dashboard where it is listed.
2. At any time he gets informed of the status of the security controls and
metrics put on the application components and/or in the cloud
services.
3. The monitoring tool stores all the monitoring configuration files and
logs all the incidents.
Alternate workflow
Service administrator
Stakeholders
description
Mike as service administrator.
Main Stakeholder
Security aspects
MUSA monitoring allows the service administrators knowing the security
Outcome
status of the multi-cloud application and the cloud services beneath.
ID
S1.6-R1

S1.6-R2

S1.6-R3
S1.6-R4

Requirement
The MUSA framework should provide a centralized tool that allows the
configuration/specification of which security controls and metrics will be monitored on
the application.
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that is able to continuously report on the
status of the security controls and metrics, whether they are placed on the application
components or on the cloud services.
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that stores the monitoring configuration
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that stores the monitoring logs.

Scenario 2.1: Design of a multi-cloud app to grant non-disclosure of data
An application architect aims at designing a multi-cloud application for
Description
the processing of End-users’ sensitive data on top of cloud resources. The
application has the following main requirement: the processing must be
distributed among different providers in order to ensure that no single
provider is able to access the whole data set of an End-user.
The application architect uses the MUSA IDE to specify and design the
multi-cloud application and to write an SLA including the above security
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requirements and other functional and business requirements.
1. The application architect uses the security requirement specification
tools available in the MUSA IDE to specify the application’s security,
functional and business requirements, which are automatically
enclosed in an SLA template.
2. Supported by the MUSA IDE, the application architect carries out the
design of the whole application, by identifying its architecture and
components and by designing the provisioning and deployment of the
needed cloud resources at multiple cloud layers.
3. Aided by the decision support tool, in the testing phase, the
application architect identifies the cloud resources to acquire in order
to fulfil the requirements defined above: two providers A and B are
selected that offer VMs with high-computational capabilities. The
resources are then deployed by the system operator.

Workflow

Alternate workflow
Stakeholders
description
Main Stakeholder
Security aspects
Outcome

ID
S2.1-R1
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Application architect, system operator
Application architect
Data usage
The application developer is able to create the design document including
the complete specification of the application’s architecture and an SLA
template containing all requirements of the application, including nondisclosure of data.

Requirement
The MUSA framework should provide a tool to support application architects in the
modelling of multi-cloud applications, in order to identify their architecture and
deployment.

Scenario 2.2: Development of a multi-cloud app to grant non-disclosure of data
An application developer aims at developing a multi-cloud application for
Description
the processing of End-users’ sensitive data on top of cloud resources. The
processing must be distributed among different providers in order to
ensure that no single provider is able to access the whole data set of an
End-user.
The application developer starts from the design made by the application
architect and builds the software components needed to implement the
designed architecture.
1. The application developer acquires the design documents released by
Workflow
the application architect and the SLA template containing the
description of service, security requirements and metrics.
2. The application developer enhances the SLA template with constraints
related to implementation to verify its feasibility (i.e., if the included
security features can be actually guaranteed) and provides feedback to
the application architect.
3. The application developer builds the software needed to implement
the designed architecture and fulfil the SLA, by embedding securityrelated functionalities offered by proper libraries into the application.
Alternate workflow
Application developer
Stakeholders
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Main Stakeholder
Security aspects
Outcome

ID
S2.2-R1

S2.2-R2
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Application developer
Data usage
The application developer is able to create the design document including
the complete specification of the application’s architecture and an SLA
template containing all requirements of the application, including nondisclosure of data.

Requirement
The MUSA framework should provide proper security mechanisms and controls in the
form of libraries whose functionalities are to be included and used by multi-cloud
applications. These libraries must include functionalities to help distribute the processing
of sensitive data among different providers.
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that supports application architects in the
definition of application’s security, functional and business requirements. The tool
should allow the architect to specify complex requirements related to the usage of the
cloud resources belonging to different providers.

Scenario 2.3: Design of a multi-cloud app to grant data availability
An application architect aims at designing a multi-cloud application
Description
devoted to offering a high-available data storage service to End-users
(with availability>A*). In order to fulfil the strict availability
requirements, the application architect designs a multi-cloud application
that relies upon redundant cloud resources belonging to different providers
(in this scenario, we assume that no provider exists able to grant the
desired availability).
The application architect uses the MUSA IDE to specify and design the
multi-cloud application and to write an SLA including the above security
requirements and other functional and business requirements.
1. The application architect uses the security requirement specification
Workflow
tools available in the MUSA IDE to specify the application’s security,
functional and business requirements. In particular, as regards the
security requirements, the application architect specifies that the
following objective must be met: availability>A*. The requirements
are automatically enclosed in an SLA template.
2. Supported by the MUSA IDE, the application architect carries out the
design of the whole application, by identifying its architecture and
components and by designing the provisioning and deployment of the
needed cloud resources at multiple cloud layers.
3. During the deployment phase, the system operator uses the decision
support tool to identify a provider that is able to meet the specified
requirements, but none of the published SLAs (belonging to registered
providers) includes the desired availability. The decision support tool
then searches for possible combinations of SLAs such that the desired
availability is ensured. Two providers A and B are identified.
Alternate workflow
Application architect, system operator
Stakeholders
description
Application architect
Main Stakeholder
Data availability
Security aspects
The application developer is able to create the design document including
Outcome
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the complete specification of the application’s architecture and an SLA
template containing all requirements of the application, including data
availability.
ID
S2.3.1-1
S2.3.1-2
S2.3.1-3
S2.3.1-4

S2.3.2-1
S2.3.2-2

Requirement
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that offers a ranking of cloud resource
combinations based on the user requirements.
The MUSA framework should provide a mechanism that allows the user define security
and functional requirements of cloud resources to use.
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that allows cloud service characteristics to
be captured or entered to enable a comparison of services.
DST requires manual and automated processes to gather the data from multiple sources
regarding the security controls and other functional and non-functional requirements.
Data sources include web portals, other web portal's information on cloud providers, etc.
The MUSA framework identifies single services that need to be replaced (according to
monitoring results).
The MUSA DST allows a new complete service combination selection based on info on
which individual service needs to be replaced (S2.3.2-1) and based on info on from data
gathering module (Req S2.3.1-3)

Scenario 2.4: SLA violation management
A service administrator manages a multi-cloud application devoted to
Description
offering a high-available data storage service to End-users.
At a particular moment, the MUSA monitoring detects that one of the CSP
in use by the multi-cloud application has stopped fulfilling the highavailability clause contracted with it. Through the MUSA Security
Assurance Platform SaaS, the service administrator receives a notification
of the violation that causes the termination of the SLA associated with the
application.
1. The service administrator accesses the MUSA Security Assurance
Workflow
Platform SaaS to monitor the multi-cloud application that has been
deployed by the system operator.
2. The service administrator receives a notification from the MUSA
notification service related to a security incident that caused a
violation of the SLA defined for the multi-cloud application.
3. The service administrator logs the event and notifies the End-user of
the multi-cloud application about the violation of the SLA.
4. The service administrator terminates the SLA as no countermeasures
can be applied to avoid further violations.
4a. The application architect reformulates the SLA through the MUSA
Alternate workflow
IDE.
5. The service administrator notifies the End-user of the change in the
SLA.
6. The End-user accepts the new SLA.
Application architect, End-user, service administrator
Stakeholders
description
Service administrator
Main Stakeholder
Data availability
Security aspects
The SLA of the multi-cloud application is terminated as soon as the
Outcome
MUSA framework detects the violation and notifies the administrator.
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Requirement
The MUSA framework should provide a centralized tool that supports service
administrator in the monitoring of multi-cloud application to detect violations of
associated SLAs (if some of the SLOs are no more met) or related alerts (if some of the
metrics associated to the defined SLOs assume a critical value that may imply a violation
in the near future).
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that notifies service administrators about
security incidents (namely alerts or violations) in multi-cloud applications of which they
are in charge of.
The MUSA framework should define a mechanism or process for service administrator
notifying the rest of the stakeholders involved, for a prompt reaction.
The MUSA framework should offer proper functionalities to the service administrator to
manage the SLA life-cycle (in particular it should allow the service administrator to
terminate a violated SLA).
The MUSA framework should provide proper logging functionalities to log events for
which the MUSA notification service generates a notification.
The MUSA framework should provide functionalities to change the content of the SLA
defined for an application that is already in operation.

Scenario 2.5: Alert management
A service administrator manages a multi-cloud application devoted to
Description
offering a high-available data storage service to End-users.
At a particular moment, the MUSA monitoring detects that one of the
multi-cloud application components is about not fulfilling the highavailability requirement stated in the SLA that the multi-cloud application
offers.
Through the MUSA Security Assurance Platform SaaS, the service
administrator receives an alert notification and reconfigures the
application to avoid a violation of the SLA associated with the application.
1. The service administrator accesses the MUSA Security Assurance
Workflow
Platform SaaS to monitor the multi-cloud application that has been
deployed by the system operator.
2. The service administrator receives an alert notification from the
MUSA notification service.
3. The service administrator logs the event and identifies, through the
help of the decision support system, a new configuration of the cloud
resources used for the provisioning of the storage service.
4. The system operator reconfigures the resources to react to the alert.
Alternate workflow
Service administrator, system operator
Stakeholders
description
Service administrator
Main Stakeholder
Data availability
Security aspects
A reaction measure is taken as soon as the MUSA framework detects the
Outcome
imminent violation of the SLA and notifies the administrator.
ID
S2.5-R7
S2.5-R8

Requirement
The MUSA framework should enable the service administrator to select the reaction
strategy for a given alert.
The MUSA framework should enable the system operator to enforce the reaction strategy
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determined by the service administrator.

Scenario 3.1: Initial Cloud Services Selection
Service selection at the start of a development differs from all other
Description
selections as it starts with an empty service list. A cloud application
system operator wants to deploy a cloud application. The operator takes
existing functional and non-functional (NF) requirements as a start point,
collecting and collating the requirements from the repository. The
requirements are used as input to the MUSA Decision Support Tool
(DST). The DST evaluates all known services for their best fit to the
requirements, first evaluating the service against the functional
requirements and then the NF requirements. Services are then displayed in
rank order based on their compliance score. The compliance score is based
on the best fit cloud services that offer properties related functional
requirements and NF requirements focussing on security related
characteristics such as data confidentiality and data integrity.
The system operator then reviews the ordered list and refines the list using
additional data or modified requirements.
The candidate list of services is then used in the development/deployment
phase of the application delivery.
1. CSP enters data into the DST data repository.
Workflow
2. Requirements gathering for the application is completed by the
relevant stakeholders.
3. Define the security and functional requirements of the multi-cloud
application to be deployed.
4. Use DST to match services to requirements.
5. Review and refine the ranked list of services found by the decision
support tool.
6. Select the cloud service (or combination of cloud services) for
development/deployment.
None
Alternate workflow
Stakeholders
 System operator, who is in charge of the deployment of the multidescription
cloud application over heterogeneous cloud resources available in the
market.
 CSPs, who offer heterogeneous cloud resources such as IaaS, PaaS,
SaaS.
 Decision support tool, in the context of support for System operators.
System operator
Main Stakeholder
Data confidentiality and data integrity
Security aspects
The system operator has a candidate list of cloud services that match her
Outcome
requirements on a best fit basis.
ID
S3.1-R1
S3.1-R2

Requirement
The MUSA framework should provide a tool that offers a ranking of cloud resources
based on the user requirements.
The MUSA framework should provide a mechanism that allows the user define security
and functional requirements of cloud resources.
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Scenario 3.2: Service selection for replacement of existing services
A service administrator discovers that one of the existing services is
Description
failing to meet requirements in the following circumstances:
 A service has failed its SLA and the service administrator has
been notified.
o Failures could be commercial, performance and
availability related or could be related to a compliance
failure, for example data is now held outside the required
jurisdiction.
 A service is being withdrawn by the CSP.
 A requirement has changed needing a new service that can support
the requirement. A business or new compliance requirement
would be good examples of these.
This leads the service administrator to initiate a search for a replacement
service. If the remaining services are unaffected the DST can be used to
determine the single service that is needed as a replacement and when the
service has been discovered it can be handed to the
development/deployment team and used to update the service.
1. The service administrator is notified that a service is failing to meet
Workflow
requirements.
2. The service administrator initiates a new search using the previous
candidate list of services that are modified by new service
requirements.
3. The DST searches for a single service and returns an ordered list of
services that match the new requirement based on the service
categorisation in scenario 2.3.3.
4. The DST evaluates the security aspects of adding the new service into
the existing services either as a replacement or addition.
5. The ordered list is again reviewed before the candidate replacement
service is moved to the development/deployment stage.
An alternate workflow would be to review all the services and re-run the
Alternate workflow
initial cloud selection from Scenario 2.3.1 and replace all the services.
This is not likely unless a significant number of existing services need
replacement.
Stakeholders
 Service administrator: Manages and monitors the services that are
description
being used and would discover or be notified of a need for
replacement.
 CSP: Would respond to SLA failures and notify of service withdrawal.
 DST in the context of locating a replacement service.
Service Administrator
Main Stakeholder
Regulatory Compliance, Data Integrity, Data Confidentiality, Data
Security aspects
Privacy, Data Localisation.
A candidate service is discovered that provides a complete replacement for
Outcome
an existing service.
Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S3.2-R1.
The MUSA framework identifies a single service for replacement
S3.2-R2
The MUSA framework allows a new complete service selection using scenario 2.3.1
Scenario 3.3: Categorisation of Cloud Resource
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Workflow

Alternate workflow

Stakeholders
description
Main Stakeholder
Security aspects
Outcome

ID
S3.3-R1
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The CSP will enter data to the DST that describes the cloud resource in
terms of the measures of security and functional properties at run time.
From this categorisation the DST automatically categorises each new
service as it is added to the list of services considered in a selection or
replacement scenario categorisation.
1. CSP evaluates a service in terms of security and functional properties
and categorises the service.
2. CSP enters characteristics of the service into the DST.
3. DST evaluates the service and evaluates the CSP categorisation.
4. DST categorises the runtime characteristics of the service.
2a CSP enters the characteristics of the service in terms of security and
functional properties.
3. DST categorises the runtime characteristics of the service.
 CSP is the provider of the service and has evaluated the characteristics
of the service.
 DST is the final arbiter of the run time categorisation of the service.
CSP
Data integrity and Data Usage
A runtime categorisation of a service to enable successful replacement of
an existing service.

Requirement
DST must be able to categorise services according to their runtime characteristics

Scenario 4.1: SLA checking
The monitoring system continuously checks that the SLAs (per application
Description
component) are respected. The application administration is in contact
with the monitoring system to assure that the terms defined in the SLAs
are fulfilled.
Automatic workflow:
Workflow
1. The monitoring system is continuously checking that the SLAs
(defined for all the application components) are respected.
2. The monitored system status is fully reported to the application
administration and partially reported to the end user.
3. When an issue is detected, the monitoring system alerts to the
application administration.
4. The administration application applies the required countermeasures
to mitigate or neutralise the detected issue.
Under-demand workflow:
Alternate workflow
1. The service administrator connects to the monitoring web interface.
2. The monitoring system makes available a report with the incidents
detected in the selected period of time.
3. In the case of issue detection, the application management will apply
the required countermeasures to mitigate or neutralise the risks
associated to the issue.
Stakeholders
 Application management system/service administrator: ensures the
description
correct operation of the application and the SLAs compliance.
 End user: ensures the correct operation of the application and the
privacy and security of the information contained in the application.
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 Monitoring system.
Application management system/service administrator
 Data privacy.
 Data integrity, confidentially, access control.
 Security issue detection, mitigation and/or neutralization
Security issue detection and neutralisation.

Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S4.1-R1
The MUSA framework should check the compliance of the SLA terms between the CSPs
and the application components before the deployment.
S4.1-R2
The service administrator should have the possibility to focus the monitoring on specific
metrics related to the SLA (e.g., security levels filtering).
S4.1-R3
The MUSA framework should check the compliance of the SLA terms between the CSPs
and the application components during runtime.
S4.1-R4
The MUSA framework should raise an alarm informing the application administrator
about any deviation in the SLA. The end user is also partially notified about the detected
incident.
S4.1-R5
The MUSA framework should provide a centralised monitoring tool that takes into
account the information coming from different clouds to correlate them and detect
security issues.

Scenario 4.2: Runtime incident mitigation - Countermeasures
A system administrator is notified of a security incident detected at
Description
runtime and different mitigation strategies are applied to eliminate the
security threat.
1. The monitoring system continuously oversees the network activity.
Workflow
2. When a security incident is detected, the monitoring system
automatically notifies the system administrator and the service
administrator.
3. The system administrator reacts to eliminate the detected risk.
3.1. The reaction can be executed at different levels (e.g., DSS,
configuration, redeployment, or application component level by
activating specific security mechanisms).
Alternate workflow
System administrator, Monitoring system, End user
Stakeholders
description
System administrator
Main Stakeholder
Security aspects
 Data privacy.
 Data integrity, confidentiality, access control.
 Security issue detection, mitigation and/or neutralization.
The system administrator ensures the correct and secure operation of the
Outcome
system, guaranteeing to the end users a reliable and secure platform.
ID
S4.2-R1
S4.2-R2

Requirement
The MUSA framework should provide the application administrator with the means for
selecting the appropriate mitigation mechanism according to the detected incident.
The MUSA framework should integrate security mechanisms that can be deployed in
various application components to ensure data confidentiality, integrity, access control,
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anonymity, etc.
The DST component in the MUSA framework should be able to take into account the
monitoring input to perform a new selection of appropriate CSPs where the application
components will be deployed.
The MUSA framework should provide a tool to support the reconfiguration of the
deployment script of distributed application components.
The MUSA framework should be able to react for eliminating security risks at different
levels (e.g., DST, redeployment, security mechanisms integration, etc.).
The MUSA framework should provide a Redeployment decision model that describes
when Redeployment is needed.

Scenario 5.1: Information Governance and accreditations
The developer has an application which requires data from a number of
Description
shipping ports across Europe. The owners of said application have
stringent information governance policy. The developer uses the MUSA
Decision Support Tool to find a cloud provider which operates the
ISO27001 Information Security management policies and procedures.
1. Define the information governance requirements of where the data is
Workflow
at rest.
2. Define secondary requirements in the MUSA DST.
Alternate workflow
Application developer, the owner of the application, ports, and cloud
Stakeholders
service provider.
description
Service Business Manager
Main Stakeholder
Security aspects
 Information Governance requirement: CSP must be ISO27001
certified.
Application developer selects cloud provider based on the primary
Outcome
attribute of being an ISO certified facility.
ID
S5.1-R1

S5.1-R2

S5.1-R3
S5.2 R1
S5.2 R2
S5.2 R3

Requirement
The MUSA framework should allow for specifying the need of particular security
accreditations of CSP's (define it in multi-cloud application SLA/model through MUSA
IDE and then MUSA DST interprets and selects cloud resources according to this).
Examples include but are not limited to IS027001, EuCoC, Uptime Institute Tier rating
The MUSA framework should allow for selecting services with particular security
accreditations of CSP's (define it in multi-cloud application SLA/model through MUSA
IDE and then MUSA DST interprets and selects cloud resources according to this).
Examples include but are not limited to IS027001, EuCoC, Uptime Institute Tier rating.
The MUSA framework should ensure particular security accreditations of CSP's.
Examples include but are not limited to IS027001, EuCoC, Uptime Institute Tier rating
The MUSA framework should support application developer in specifying the
country/region where the data should reside.
The MUSA framework should support to select the country/region where the data should
reside.
The MUSA framework should enforce the country/region where the data should reside.
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Scenario 5.2: Health Use Case
The application developed is to allow the end user to share their health
Description
data, this application is for the UK National Health Service, and therefore
requires the following:
1. Physical segregation of their equipment to that of others.
2. Data to be guaranteed to be within the United Kingdom.
3. The data centre provider must be NHS Information Governance
accredited.
1. The applications architect using the DST the developer chooses the
Workflow
UK as the geographic location for the data at rest.
2. The applications architect specifies the application should be hosted
on dedicated infrastructure.
3. The applications architect also specifies NHS Information Governance
accredited as a criteria for required CSP accreditations.
Alternate workflow
Application architect, NHS, NHS Patients, Cloud Service provider.
Stakeholders
description
Service Business Manager
Main Stakeholder
Security aspects
 Specify the UK as the location of the data at rest.
 Specify that the application should be on separate physical hardware.
 Specify that the application should be should be hosted in an NHS
Information Governance accredited facility.
Application developer stipulates these requirements. Due to no automated
Outcome
process. Developer is contacted by the CSP to orchestrate.
Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S5.2-R1
The MUSA framework should support application developer in specifying the
country/region where the data should reside.
S5.2-R2
The MUSA framework should support application developer in specifying national
security and information governance requirements.
S5.2-R3
The MUSA framework should support application developer in selecting the
country/region where the data should reside.
S5.2-R4
The MUSA framework should enforce the country/region where the data should reside.

Scenario 5.3: Real time high availability
An application has been developed which allows clinicians to share
Description
Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) or other patient image data to anyone
who requires access. The premise for this application is that in the event of
an incident where expertise is required instantly MRI data can be sent
securely, but also accessed in a timely manager. Given the time pressures
with such data, it is imperative that uptime is assured.
1. The applications architect stipulates in the MUSA DST that they
Workflow
require 99.999% uptime. This is a requirement provided by the end
user.
2. The applications architect stipulates that the application should be
Geo-Redundant.
3. Server must be client VPN compatible with little management
overhead.
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1. End user requests cloud provider that can operate a multi cloud setup
Application architect
Application architect
Data is encrypted whilst in transit
End user is presented with CSP who can guarantee the 99.999% uptime.

Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S5.3-R1
The MUSA framework should support application developer in specifying the need of
geo redundant storage (in MUSA IDE and DST interprets)
S5.3-R2
The MUSA framework should support application developer in selecting services with
geo redundant storage.
S5.3-R3
The MUSA framework should support application developer in monitoring the geo
redundant storage property of cloud services in use.
S5.3-R4
The MUSA framework should support application developer in specifying the levels of
resilience (up-time, overhead in VPN compatibility) required from the CSPs.
S5.3-R5
The MUSA DST should accurately choose between cloud resources depending on the
levels of resilience required from CSPs and those offered by them.
S5.3-R6
The MUSA framework should accurately monitor the levels of resilience offered by
CSPs.

Scenario 5.4: Hybrid Cloud for scalability
To deal with scalability during peak demand, an application needs access
Description
to additional resources on demand; therefore hybrid cloud functionality is
required.
When specifying scalability requirements over multi-cloud application
components, the application architect uses MUSA to specify the need of
hybrid cloud and which public CSPs are allowed.
1. The application architect specifies hybrid cloud functionality under
Workflow
scalability settings.
2. The application architect stipulates Amazon or Windows Azure as
being acceptable public cloud providers.
1. End user stipulates hybrid cloud functionality only
Alternate workflow
Application architect
Stakeholders
description
Application architect
Main Stakeholder
N/A
Security aspects
End user specifies the components which can cloud burst into AWS and/or
Outcome
Azure.
Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S5.4-R1
The MUSA framework should allow application developer specifying the type of cloud
setting (hybrid, public, private, community) required for the multi-cloud application.
S5.4-R2
S5.4-R3

The MUSA framework should support application developer in specifying the hybrid
cloud for bursting functionality under scalability settings of multi-cloud application.
The MUSA framework should support application developer in deploying the multi-
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cloud application in the type of cloud setting specified.
The MUSA framework should allow application developer controlling the type of cloud
setting (hybrid, public, private, community) in which the multi-cloud application is
running.
The MUSA framework should support application developer in controlling how the
cloud bursting of multi-cloud application is taking place, which hybrid cloud is being
exploited.
The MUSA DST should support end-user in selecting cloud resources that offer hybrid
cloud functionality under scalability settings.
The MUSA framework should support application operator in enforcing bursting to
hybrid cloud whenever the multi-cloud application requires so (and if it is specified in
multi-cloud application SLA).

Scenario 5.5: Access to HPC Cluster
The end user requires access to a High-Performance Computing (HPC)
Description
cluster for big data analytics. However the data at rest must remain within
a Geographical area.
1. The application architect stipulates that they need HPC underneath a
Workflow
drop down list of additional functionality.
2. He also stipulates the geographical area where they would like the
HPC.
3. The application architect cannot find a suitable HPC and CSP within
the geographical area.
4. The application architect then selects a HPC provider in one
geographical area, and a CSP in another geographical area.
Alternate workflow
Application architect, Service Business Manager
Stakeholders
description
Main Stakeholder
Geographical location of data
Security aspects
End user selects one or a combination of CSP for the deployment of their
Outcome
service.
Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S5.5-R1
The MUSA framework should support application developer in specifying the
country/region where the application component should be executed/reside.
S5.5 R2
S5.5 R3

The MUSA framework should support application developer in selecting cloud resources
that ensure the country/region where the software is executed/stored.
The MUSA framework should support application operator in monitoring the
country/region where the application component is being executed/is residing.

Scenario 6.1: Design a new reporting read model for the LHS Scheduling system
Tom is software architect and wants to design a new reporting read model
Description
for the scheduling application. The data contained in the read model
contains sensible schedule information (e.g. scenarios for strategic
planning). Therefore the data must stay in the EU within an encrypted
database (the database is embedded in the read model).
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MUSA uses the security requirements defined by him and returns a ranked
list of CSPs so that Tom can check if the requirements can be fulfilled. If
this is not the case, Tom starts an alternate workflow (outside of the
MUSA context) to review the requirements with his product manager.
1. Define the security requirements of the new read-model to extend the
existing multi-cloud application.
2. Query the MUSA Decision Support Tool if these requirements can be
fulfilled by a CSP.
3. Analyse the ranked list of CSPs.
4. Eventually refine/review the requirements and start over with step 2.
In case of non-satisfiable requirements refuse the change request and give
it back to the business analyst / product manager.
 Business analyst, who analyses the user requirements.
 Product manager (or Business service manager), who is in charge for
the definition of the product extension and the high-level security
requirements.
 Application architect, who is in charge for the definition of the
detailed security requirements and to query the MUSA Decision
Support Tool.
 CSP, offering multi-cloud services.
 Decision support tool, which provides the architect with the necessary
information.
Application architect
Data confidentiality, data localisation
Tom has a read model design which fulfils the business requirements.

Requirement
The MUSA framework provides a language which will be used to define the multi-cloud
application security requirements. (SLA language)
The MUSA framework provides a modelling language which will be used to define the
multi-cloud application security requirements. (App architecture modelling language).

Scenario 6.2: Deploy a component (e.g. a read model) for the LHS scheduling application
Kathi, working in the cloud application ops center of LHS as a system
Description
operator. She wants to deploy a new component (e.g. the read model from
scenario #1) into a secure multi-cloud environment.
She uses the security requirements definitions attached to the component
and queries the MUSA Decision Support Tool to identify the CSPs which
match the requirements (returns a ranked list).
1. Define the operational requirements and security requirements of the
Workflow
component.
2. Query the MUSA Decision Support Tool if these requirements can be
fulfilled by a CSP.
3. Analyse the ranked list of CSPs.
4. Select the CSP which matches best.
Refuse the deployment request and give it back to the requester.
Alternate workflow
Stakeholders
 System operator, who is responsible for the deployment of the
description
application components.
 CSPs, who offers secure multi-cloud environments.
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Main Stakeholder
Security aspects
Outcome
ID
S6.2-R1

S6.2-R2

Decision support tool, which provides the operating team with the
necessary information.
System operator
Data confidentiality, data localisation
Kathi has successfully deployed the new application component.

Requirement
The MUSA framework provides functionality to assist developer to specify security
requirements for existing application components. This can be the MUSA security
definition language source or a pre-compiled version. Source can be file, http, git, jar etc.
The MUSA framework creates the necessary scripts to invoke the deployment tool for
the chosen security configuration. (They may be created partially and completed by the
application administrator afterwards.)

Scenario 6.3: Re-deploy a running application (or a component)
Simon, who is a working in the cloud application operations center
Description
(administration), needs to re-deploy a running application into a different
cloud.
The application (or the component) contains data which needs to be
transferred to the new location without violation of the data integrity.
He updates the requirements definition of the deployed application and
queries the MUSA Decision Support Tool for a new location, which fulfils
the new operational requirements (e.g. reduced costs or latency time)
without hurting the existing security requirements.
1. Define the new operational requirements without modifying the
Workflow
existing security requirements of the component.
2. Query the MUSA Decision Support Tool if these requirements can be
fulfilled by a CSP, considering the operational conditions which need
to be improved.
3. Analyse the ranked list of CSPs.
4. Select the CSP which matches best.
Refuse the re-deployment request
Alternate workflow
Stakeholders
 System operator (responsible for the deployment) and System
description
administrator (responsible for the runtime management of the
application).
 CSPs, who offers secure multi-cloud environments.
 Decision support tool, which provides the operating team with the
necessary information.
System operator
Main Stakeholder
Data localisation, data integrity
Security aspects
Simon has successfully improved the operational requirements under
Outcome
consideration of all existing security requirements. Data integrity was
successfully maintained during this process.

ID
S6.3-R1
S6.3-R2

Requirement
The MUSA framework provides functionality to show the comparison of CSPs, fulfilling
security requirements for two different requirement specifications
The MUSA framework provides functionality to invoke the deployment tool for the
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changed configuration and redeploys necessary application (-components).
Scenario 7.1: Web service deployment on multi-cloud resources
The operator of a web service-based system needs to deploy a set of
Description
supporting services on cloud resources. The operator employs the MUSA
tools in deploying the services.
1. The system operator specifies the set of services to be deployed as
Workflow
well as their requirements on the host platforms and mutual
communication.
2. The MUSA tools propose a set of service deployment strategies that
satisfy the specified requirements and prevent communication falling
outside the requirements.
3. The system operator analyses the proposed deployment strategies and
selects one of them.
Alternate workflow
The system operator that needs to deploy security-critical web services,
Stakeholders
the cloud service providers that provide resources to host the services.
description
The system operator
Main Stakeholder
The deployed services must be protected from unauthorized access
Security aspects
The requested services are deployed on multi-cloud resources that allow
Outcome
the services to securely achieve their tasks.
Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S7.1-R1
The MUSA framework is able to deploy the application components in a specified
distributed set of services that satisfies communication and security requirements.

Scenario 7.2: Security Threat Resolution
Having deployed a set of web services on multi-cloud resources, the
Description
system operator decides to improve the system security by restricting
access to the services and increasing the confidentiality of the exchanged
messages.
1. The application architect defines the new security requirements for the
Workflow
deployed services.
2. The MUSA tools propose modifications to the deployment setup of
the services to fulfil the modified requirements.
3. The system operator accepts the modifications to improve the system
security.
4. The system operator re-deploys the application based on these
modifications.
Alternate workflow
The application architect and the operator of a web service based system
Stakeholders
description
The system operator
Main Stakeholder
Data confidentiality and integrity, authentication
Security aspects
The information security of the system is increased to comply with the
Outcome
new requirements.
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Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S7.2-R1
The MUSA framework allows new application requirements to be specified and
proposes modifications to the application deployment configurations.
Scenario 7.3: Security awareness by application end user
Edward (Snowden) is the end user of a mobile application that tracks his
Description
transportation behaviour and usage. The application uses Transportation
services from one cloud, and storage the data in another cloud. Edward
(Snowden) wants to be sure that his information confidentiality is assured
during the whole process.
1. The application designer using MUSA framework specifies security
Workflow
requirements for the data flow involved on the runtime of the
application.
2. MUSA monitoring tool reports if the security requirements are
assured.
3. The security state of the data flow is summarized in an icon which is
displayed of on the end user mobile application.
Alternate workflow
The end user of application, who directly uses multi-cloud application. It
Stakeholders
could be a general citizen.
description
End user
Main Stakeholder
Security awareness, data confidentiality, authentication, authorization
Security aspects
Possibility for end users to visualize the security aspects of the
Outcome
information they are processing/requesting.
Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S7.3-R2
MUSA framework provides the necessary tools/libraries to monitor the accomplishment
of the defined security requirements.
S7.3-R3
MUSA framework provides a notification/retrieval mechanism to inform if the security
requirements are being warranted or not. This should be used by end applications to
show in a simple icon the security status of the data flow. By doing this, it is possible to
provide data awareness to the end user in a simple and understandable way.
Scenario 7.4: Storing sensitive data
Julian is the designer of an industrial monitoring system which uses
Description
components deployed in a multi-cloud layout. In one cloud the data is
processed and in the other one the data is stored. He should be able to
define what security services to provide based on the applications
requirement and how sensitive is the data.
1. Julian defines in MUSA the service required in each of the
Workflow
communication channels of the data flow.
2. MUSA informs if the required security policy can be assured.
3. If so the corresponding libraries are deployed.
Alternate workflow
Cloud infrastructure providers
Stakeholders
Industrial systems integrators
description
Industrial systems integrators
Main Stakeholder
Data integrity, confidentiality
Security aspects
Possibility for industrial system integrators to provide security services in
Outcome
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applications that run on a multi-cloud environment.
Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S7.3-R4
The MUSA framework offers the possibility to retrieve through a REST API the
information contained in the MUSA Security Assurance Platform.
S7.4-R1
MUSA framework provides libraries to store data securely and also the necessary
libraries to transfer this data securely between clouds.
Scenario 8.1: Support to application security-intelligent lifecycle management
Teodora Boznova is a novel cloud-based application designer at
Description
YourITPartner company. When searching the web for resources to better
architect and improve the security of her application, Teodora finds the
MUSA website which gathers a number of resources that can help her in
the task. Very easily she finds the link to the MUSA guide which explains
how MUSA tools support the security-aware engineering of multi-cloud
applications. The guide provides an overview of the DevOps engineering
process, explanation of supporting MUSA tools in each of the activities of
the process, and links to the user manuals and download sites of each of
the MUSA tools.
1. Teodora easily finds MUSA website and link to the MUSA guide.
Workflow
2. The guide explains the DevOps approach followed in MUSA to
support the security-aware engineering process.
3. The guide provides links to the resources for the tools (download sites,
user manuals, licenses, etc.).
1. Teodora finds the MUSA guide through MUSA social networks
Alternate workflow
(twitter, facebook, etc.)ç
Teodora could be an Application developer or system administrator
Stakeholders
(which administers the multi-cloud application). If system administrator
description
she would be interested in looking for resources that support the
administration of the application while ensuring the secure multi-cloud
environment.
Application developer, system administrator
Main Stakeholder
Integrity of MUSA guide should be preserved.
Security aspects
MUSA provides an easy to understand document where the whole MUSA
Outcome
approach is explained and serves as quick guide and access window to
exploited tools in the MUSA framework.
Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S8.1-R1
The MUSA framework provides a guide to help DevOps Teams in creating securityaware multi-cloud applications.

Scenario 8.2: Multi-cloud Security Assurance as a service
Tom is a system administrator in charge of controlling the performance
Description
and security of a mc application. He buys MUSA services (pay-per-use) to
be kept informed on the possible issues and to launch enforcement of
security policies whenever the issue can be minimized by MUSA.
The MUSA platform SaaS automatically monitors the mc app at runtime
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and checks for possible SLA violations. Whenever an incident happens, be
it on a mc app component or a CS in use, the platform informs Tom on
what happened and the possible
Workflow

Alternate workflow
Stakeholders
description
Main Stakeholder
Security aspects
Outcome

1. Tom subscribes to the type of enforcement and notifications he wants
to receive about security problems in a particular mc application.
2. MUSA starts the monitoring of the mc app and whenever a security
issue happens, the platform checks whether the problem is of a CSP or
a mc app component.
3. MUSA informs Tom on the problem, its possible causes and the
proposed reactive measures.
4. If the type of problem (Security SLA violation) can be handled by the
MUSA platform, then a reaction can be launched by enforcing the
security policy in the mc application.
5. The corresponding agents are activated in the mc app.
1. Tom subscribes only to notifications or enforcement.
DevOps (system administrator)
Tom as part of a DevOps Team (system administrator)
Data integrity, confidentiality
DevOps Teams in charge of runtime control of multi-cloud applications
performance will use the MUSA SaaS to ensure the security features in the
SLA are fulfilled.

Suggested high-level requirements (optional):
ID
Requirement
S8.2-R1
The MUSA framework provides a centralised security assurance platform in a form of a
SaaS that includes monitoring, networking and enforcement services (pay-per-use)
S8.2-R2
Notifications are sent to subscribers.

